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Knox Sunday^May^l 1 — ^y Common Consent Of Business Houses Daylight Saving Gov. Gardiner In Speech Before Knox County Association

Time Goes Into Effect Sunday

Its Significance

Monday, May 12, Is "National Hosital Day,’’ but the preceding Sunday
will be generally observed throughout
the country and the Knox County
General (Hospital will also plan for
visitors on the .Sabbath.
•••
i
•••
open hours will be kept from 2
Wise sayings often fall on barren •••
to 4 p. m. and 7 to 8.3d p. m. and the
ground; but a kind word is never •••
invitation is a general one. An In-

We, the undersigned, favoring the generally adopted A social event and business meet
ing are seldom so profitably complan for summer time as observed in many Maine cities and | bined as was the ease in Temple hall
towns including Augusta, Auburn, Bar Harbor, Bath, Bid I Thursday night when Gov. and Mrs.
deford, Gardiner, Hallowell, Kennebunkport, Waterville, w,m. Tudor Gardiner were guests of
Lewiston, Skowhegan, Old Orchard, Portland, Rumford, I ,b<‘ K""x County Fist, and Game Association. It had been announced by
Saco, Sanford-Springvale, South Portland and other cities, President Butler in the call for this
’ •*thrown away.—Arthur
Helps.
•••
•—
•». wnirlbenm°adehwi'th guide^to explain ^ert-by indicate our willingness to follow the summer time meeting that there would be “a spe
cial table for the ladies,’’ but shrewd
the equipment and to answer ques- schedule from the first Sunday in May to Sunday, Sept. 21, guesser that he is, Col. Butler reck
tlons.
It
may
be
that
you
are
already
OWL’S HEADCENSUS
oned without his host (or rather
familiar with the hospital, but there 1930, and agree to set our clocks ahead one hour in our without Ills guests) for there were
is
always
some
new
phase
to
con

places
of
business.
The population of Owl’s Head,
ladies enough for three tables, and it

for less than

A MONTH
Jewels, heirlooms, valuable contracts
and securities—isn’t their safety
worth 25 cents a month to you?
For that will cover the cost of a thiefproof, fire-proof, loss-proof safety
deposit box in our vault. Don’t de
lay; rent today!

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland
29Stf

Organized 1888

Dividends 5%% Since 1907

DIVIDEND NOTICE
Rockland Loan & Building Association
Owners of Shares in the Sixty-Second Series of the
Rockland Loan & Building Association are hereby
notified that a

Dividend of $4.86 per Share
was made April twenty-first to mature the same, and
the value is now

$202.78 per Share
There are 147 Shares outstanding in this Series, on
which shareholders have paid in

$21,168.00
Dividends added amount to

$8,640.66
Present value

$29,808.66
This may be withdrawn in CASH, or reinvested in
4% Matured Stock Certificates, or ADVANCE
PAYMENT .CERTIFICATES which pay about 5 %.
Shares are Issued at any time. No back payments.
Office 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine
SOStf

under the tiew census, is 573, but sider. If you have never seen the SPEAR'S SHOE STORE
| E. F. BERRY
there is no way of telling whether interior of 'this splendidly equipped
J. N. SOUTHARD
this is a gain or a loss, as Owl’s Head institution you will be amazed to BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
has been made an independent muni know what it is capable of doing for SENTER CRANE COMPANY
FRANK A. TIRRELL, JR.
cipality since the census of 192-0. the sick and injured, and the scope BURPEE & LAMB
DR. R. L. STRATTON
of its activities.
The town has 33 farms.
A. H. ROGERS
Hospital Day is the birthday Of FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
ROSEWAY BEAUTY SHOPPE
Florence Nightingale, who was born ’COMERY & MAY
NEARING CENTURY MARK
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
at Florence, Italy, May 12, 1820. Gn KNOWLTON'S MARKET
M. B. & C. O. PERRY
each anniversary of this day the VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Mank, Waldo
A. C. McLOON CO.
hospitals of the country are asked, RALPH E. NUTT
boro’s oldest resident, who was born by a fitting celebration, to honor hey |W. I. AYER
JOHN WATTS
'
in a log cabin at Lincolnville, cele memory and at the same time to ac* . HOMER E. ROBINSON
G. W. PALMER & SON
JOHN A. KARL & CO.
brated her 98th birthday yesterday quaint the people with facts concernr DORMAN SHOE STORE
H. H. CRIE & CO.
ARTHUR F. LAMB
at her home on the North Waldoboro ing the running of hospitals.
The story of Florence Nightingale SNOW MACHINE SHOP
FOSTER TRANSFER CO.
road. Mrs. Mank is the daughter of and the story of the modern hospi F. W WOOLWORTH CO.
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Collemer and the tal are inseparable. Less well known W. A. KENNEDY
YOUNG'S MARKET
LEMUEL A. GRANT & SON
widow of Erastus Mank, and she has as the founder of St. Thomas Hos FRANK B. ALLEN
HARRY M. FLINT
three sons, Leslie C., Everett P„ and pital of London than for her brilliant ARTHUR SHEA CO.
work of organizing and personally THE COURIER-GAZETTE
C. C. TIBBETTS
Austin, the latter being the only one leading the nursing of the wounded MARGARET E. NUTT
LEON J. WHITE
living. He resides at Bristol. She and sick soldiers during the Crimean GEORGE A. WOOSTER
ROCKLAND PHARMACY, Inc.
is the oldest member of the Waldo War, her service in every phase of W. H. GLOVER CO.
CARINI’S FRUIT STORE
boro Methodist Church an dsl re hospital work is as far-reaching as J. C. PERRY
CUTLER-COOK CO.
markably active and keen fo rone of in the training of women for the care M. R. PILLSBURY
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
her years.
of the sick in times of war and epi H. P. BLODGETT
E. B. CROCKETT
demics.
BOSTON SHOE STORE
C. E. MORSE
Hospital Day was first observed HOWARD & BROWN
ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
on May 12. 1921. The suggestion that CHISHOLM BROS.
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL. CO.
this day be set apart for making peo
ple better acquainted with their hos
pitals was warmly supported by the
CARRIAGE
late President Harding. Since then
the yearly observance of the day has
received more and more hearty co
operation, from ex-President Cool Will Feature Child Health Day In Rockland—Just Look At
idge, President Hoover, hospital au
the List Of Kiddie Prizes
thorities and the public. From the
United States the idea has spread to
Is your Antenna properly England, where the Prince of Wales In accordance with President health buttons from the State departhas expressed his interest, and to
protected against Light China, where the day is being used to Hoover’s proclamation that May 1st ment will he published.
The Red Cross is holding a "Well
break down the prejudices of the (or some day during the month) be
Baby” clinic at Knox Hospital Monning?
natives.
observed as Child Health Day, in day. All mothers are urged to take
Few people are now found who re
babies that they may be
Phone 721 and our Serv gard a hospital with the almost su schools and communities throughout their
weighed and measured to learn if
perstitious dread that was common the land, “where as the good health
ice man will inspect your a generation ago. Yet how many and protection of childhood Is fun they are standard babies. As a spethat the hospital industry is damental to national welfare and the eial health feature for iMav the Red
installation without charge know
one of the largest in the country? march forward of our country must Cross is holding an extra dental
at its rooms and a pre-school
and tell you the cost of the There are about 8090 hospitals in the be upon the feet of children,’’ Rock clinic
United States and Canada.
The land will observe Friday, the 9th as age elinie.
The Child Welfare departments of
proper protection as re value of these, including grounds, Child Health Day.
The Chamber of Commerce has the W.C.T.U. and the American
buildings and equipment, in 1924, was
quired by the Fire Under estimated at about five thousand given that day its approval, and mer Legion Auxiliary are sponsoring a
million dollars, or f.Air times the chants will make window displays, baby carriage parade and Mothers'
writers.
rfhe
assessed valuation of the real estate [-The school children will have an ex- meeting Friday afternoon.
of Chicago. Over ten million patients hibition of health posters that they parade will start from the Grand
annually are cared for in these in have made during the year. A list Army hall at 2 o’clock and afterward
there will be a mothers' meeting in
stitutions—about ten per cent of the of these children who are six-point
health children, and will receive the Legion rooms. Prizes will be
population of the entire country.
Electricians
given for the prettiest decorated baby
47Stf
I carriage, prizes for twins, and for the
i bahy having the bluest eyes, the
' blackest eyes, curliest hair, lightest
i hair, darkest hair, reddest hair, most
teeth under 9 months largest baby
of its age. and happiest baby.
Miss Grace Lawrence, State field
Auspices
, nurse, will speak at the mothers'
meeting. There will be a program
American Legion Auxiliary
j of exercises by the school children.
| a display of exhibits and posters from
HALL, MONDAY, MAY
| the State health department. Prizes
and souvenirs will be distributed.
KIRKPATRICK’S ORCHESTRA
AU Interested in entering their
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
names for the baby parade will please
52-53
communicate with Mrs. Milton Grif
fin, 25 Ocean street, Tel. 373-M.
Friday evening the Parent-Teach
ers' Association will put on a moving
At the Sign of.
picture lecture, by one of the State
"North National Bank
health doctors at the High School au
ditorium. AU parents are asked to
keep this program in mind and co
operate with their attendance.
Sunday, the 11th, Mothers Day will
receive recognition in the churches.

Own
A
Radio?

A BABY

House-Sherman, Inc.

TEMPLE

EVERY POSSIBLE
ACCOMMODATION

Rockland..S/io/>/ung

Center

We will be glad to welcome your Check
ing Account and offer you every pos

for 25,000 People

sible accommodation consistent with

sound banking practice.

sories, offered at a price range
sufficiently broad to fit almost
any pocketbook.
This bank believes that Rock
land merchants, and the Rock
land Chamber of Commerce,
should do everything possible
to maintain and increase Rock
land's present popularity as a
retail shopping center.
The Rockland National Bank
pledges its support in any
worthy movement that will
make this city a better place
in which to live and do busi
ness. We invite suggestions.

Rockland National Bank
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rocifoxfr Oldest

Banking Institution

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

FRESH CAUGHT
BAY

HADDOCK
10c lb.
Dressed—Delivered At Your Door
BEGINNING MAY 5

YOUNG’S FISH MARKET
237 Main St.
QUALITY

Rockland

Tels. 382—383
SERVICE

and it may well be that if the power
of regulation were enlarged we would
he better off than at present.
Waiting for biennial legislative
sessions for action in some cases is
neither wise nor satisfactory. But
an excellent suggestion has recently
been made that such regulations
should be issued only at regular in
tervals—perhaps onee in the early
spring and once in the late fall would
he sufficient. Sportsmen would then
know when to expect any change in
regulations and a regular bulletin
containing all changes for the season
was apparent to the "mere men” that could be prepared
they were having a most delightful
Conserving Wild Life

PARADE

ANNUAL MAY BALL

Rockland’s retail stores, with
their wide assortments of upto-date merchandise, their
courteous, efficient sales peo
ple, are magnets which attract
thousands of shoppers to the
Lime City each year.
-From the country, from the
islands, and from neighboring
towns, shoppers come to
Rockland with the knowledge
that they will find here the
merchandise they wish to buy.
At the present time Rock
land’s apparel stores are filled
with new, inviting assort
ments of clothing and acces

Tells Of “High Type of Sportsmen’’

The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and in
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 18$7.

Gov. Gardner, Who Offered Sound
Advice On Fish and Game Matters

time in entertaining Mrs. Gardiner.
Gov. Gardiner, who had held an in
formal reception in the ante-room
for nearly an hour, meeting practicalIy a" of the fish and kamers, as well
as tb<1 quests, marvelled at the exof the chicken supper furnisl,ed by the Eastern .Star and then
souKht recourse to his familiar pipe
" lllle thl> s,al”e was l.eing cleared for
nrWa,,er I’- Conley’s entertainment
Pr°Kram- Needless to say that Presldent But,er did not have His Excel,ency in mind when he requested, out
' ** deference to the ladies, that the
men refrain from “excessive smokinl!" The Iine ot demarcation was
indicated.
1 3 1
Jirs^
that the ‘first
i ,ady "f tbe
has ever graced
a meeting of this fish and game asaoc*ation with her presence,” said
1 *’re#ldent Butler, and the members
j and quests broke Into a storm of ap' 1)!'iu“e which Mrs. Gardiner grace; f,lI,,y a,'knowledged.
1 ,3rnest ('. Davis, chairman, report 1 “d
,be membership committee, the
po'lowing applicants for membership,
1 ill of whom were promptly accepted:
Bernard G. Hagerman, Manley T.
Perry, Samuel Rubenstein, Joseph L.
Brewster. I. Lawton Rray, Frank F.
Trafton. Finley H. Calder, Richard
A. Davis, Ralph L. .Smith, James
Dondis. D. J. Dickens, Roy A. Fuller,
Ralph A. Wilson. Fred S. Wilson.
Howard Crockett and W. Scott
Young.

MERRILY ON ITS WAY
Goes Congressman White’s
Bill For Fisheries Station
Program
The White bill .providing for a
five-year fisheries station construc
tion program, with Maine scheduled
for a 850,000 station in the third year,
received a unanimously favorahie
vote Thursday in the .Senate commit
tee on commerce.
Representative
'Wallace H. White, Jr., of Maine,
chairman of the House Merchant
Marine Committee and author of the
bill, was in the committee room at
the hearing on the bill when the com
mittee agreed on the favorable re
port and expressed himself as much
pleased.
This Hill, which provides for a com
prehensive program of construction
of fish culture stations and for study
of the fish production and marketing
situation in the United States, has
been before congress for several years
since Mr. White first wrote the bill.
He pushed it through the last Con
gress but President Coolidge vetoed
it on the ground that he did not want
to pass legislation tying up money
for future years when the financial
condition in those years might not
warrant such expenditures. To this
Mr. White replied that the only way
to get an orderly, logical develop
ment of the fisheries of the Country
was by a comprehensive, well-built
program for five years.
The bill passed the House last
month and will now go on the Senate
calendar.
Belfast Journal: .Stewart Farnham,
a Crosby High School boy, was in
jured Friday evening while in Rock
land after the dally papers he delivers.
He was placing the papers in his car
when struck by a hit-and-run mo
torist. 'He drove home and went to
the Colonial Theatre. When about
half way back home after the pic
tures he found that his right leg was
injured more than he realized. A
physician was called and found the
ligaments had been strained. lie is
obliged to use crutches.

From the point of view of the
sportsman, the trapper, the farmer,
or indeed any of our citizens, the fish
and game resources of the State are
a matter of great importance. Our
problem is the conservation of wild
life in an abundant supply. To bal
ance the inroads of civilization and
the tremendous increase in the num
ber of hunters and fishermen, there
must be human assistance In con
serving and propagating our fish and
game. If we should abandon the re
strictions of the law and such activi
ties as our fish hatcheries and rearing
pools, our wild life would very soon
nearly vanish.
Laws cannot create game but
through laws we may set |up the ma
chinery so that mankind may cooper
ate with nature and wild life be rea
sonably conserved, so that Maine citi
zens and visitors to Maine may re
ceive the benefits In reereation and
the financial return that is afforded
by our heritage of the past.
Maine’s reputation as a hunting
and fishing State rests first of all
upon what nature has given us but
the future reputation will depend on
how we care for. nature's gift The
sportsmen of the State should be in
terested, not alone for the present
day and generation, hut for the
sportsmen of the future as well. The
resources which furnish their pleas
ures should ihe so multiplied that
many will benefit in time to come.
You remember the Biblical parable
about the faithful servant who buried
his talent in the ground. While his
intention was upright, tit did not
prove the profitable thing to do. Let
us keep our fish and game resources
above ground.

Dr. Conley announced that the
next memliershlp meetinjg will be
held in Camden in August when Dr.
Cadman, "one of the finest sportsmen
anywhere,’’ as the doctor expressed
it, will lie present. Speaking for the
propagation anmmiiltee Dr. Conley
told how Tlie Bog had been stocked
with rabbits from Washington Coun
ty; also a private reserve in St.
George.
Three hundred pheasant
eggs have been allotted to Knox
County, and all have been spoken for.
In this connection the pheasants ex
hibited by Ernest C. Davis in the
anteroom attracted much attention.
Harold Schnurle, president of the
Cumberland County Fish and Game
Association, expressed a desire for
closer co-operation on the part of
fish ami game associations, and the
belief that it would lie tlie means of
bringing the desired goal. His dog
story, excellently told, evoked much
laughter.
President Butler briefly communi
cated two excellent suggestions—one
that a word of thanks should be
given by the sportsmen to the land
owners whose premises they use;
and the other that great care should
be taken to prevent fire hazards in
dry season.
•
John F. Gould. Jr., of Portland, rep
resenting the State of .Maine Publicity
Bureau, showed two interesting mo
tion picture films dealing with
Maine's hunting and fishing facilities.
Otto Mattson, witli ills accordion,
and Ted Johnson with his guitar, and
in blackface—both from 'St. George—
furnished lively entertainment, and
were applauded to Ole echo.

♦ •
“No Governor has ever done more
for fish and game interests in Maine.’’
said President Butler in introducing
the Chief Executive.
"I am glad to greet you not only
as a fish and game association.” said
Gov. Gardiner, “but an organization
which is today helping do a great
work for the State.''
Commenting upon Congressman
White's recent address before this
Association on conservation, he told
of his own experience with seal flip
per pie, something the Indians used
to eat—when they couldn’t get any
thing else.
In the course of his address Gov.
Gardiner said:
The familiar booklet of fish and
game laws is now in preparation for
printing. It is hoped that our laws
may lie simplified so that It will be
easier to interpret them. A legisla
tive committee is at work on the laws
relating to fishing, each county having
a representative. The commissioner
now has considerable power in the
making of regulations which have the
full force and effect of special laws,
lie has an advisory council represent
ing the different parts of the State

Sportsmen of High Type

Thousands of our citizens and thou
sands of our visitors find their great
est recreation and pleasure in life
in our woods and on our waters.
I think it is manifest that we have
a high type of sportsman when you
consider the comparatively small
number of law violators compared to
the great number who make a rea
sonable use of our woods and waters
and the wild life therein.
Our warden service has been a
difficult problem for many years, but
1 believe the service is more efficient
today than it has ever been. In the
selection of personnel, fitness for
office is the only consideration. Our
fish and game problems are closely
linked with general questions of con
servation and in the survey of our
entire State government to be made
shortly I hope that a well developed
policy of conservation in all its dif
ferent lines will be formulated.
Maine has the resources, but only
by study and cooperation can we
make the most of them.
In the
sportsmen of the State, the govern
mental agencies will find their best
assistance.
Gov. Gardiner touched upon the
subject of pollution which he said
was increasing so rapidly in the Ken
nebec as to be a subject of distress.
Industries cannot be crippled, but
with some of them the situation can
be alleviated.

SEEKING DAMAGES
Warren and Thomaston Par
ties Bring Action Against
Highway Commissioners
Two hearings in which the State
Highway Commission was a party
were held yesterday on the premises
of the petitioners
Walter and Bernice Bucklin of
South Warren asked heavier dam
ages than they had been allowed for
land used in the eonstruetio’n of the
new highway at South Warren. The
Commission was represented by At
torney General C. F. Robinson and
Commissioner E. E. Farnsworth; the
county by Commissioners Gushee
and Starrett and Clerk Griffin; and
the petitioners by Charles T. Smalley.
Dr. E. W. Hodgkins of Thomaston
sought damages from the State High
way Commission on account of the
raising of the grade in front of his
residence on Main street, Thomaston.
The Commission was represented by
the attorney general and Commis
sioner Farnsworth, and Mr. Smalley
was also attorney in this ease.
The first hearing was before a com
mission consisting of ex-Mayor James
F. Carver and Robert IU. Collins of
Rockland and Cornelius Overlock.
The second hearing was before Mr.
Carver, John Dvorak of Waldoboro
and Frank Kerswell of St. George.
Decisions will be rendered in due
season.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made u rule to read some poetry aud listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Vhailes Darwin.
MY

MOTHER

If I were asked to give a thought which In
one word would speak
A unity of brotherhood. a sympathy complete.
A hundred happy cheery ways, a mind that

knows its own.
Contented midst a throng of folk, yet peace
ful when alone.
A heart that sheds its silent glow, to brighten
many another.

Without a moment of delay. I’d say, “You
mean my 'mother.”

- Anonymoua;,

I
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Rockland, iMc.. May 3. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who

(^OD oath declared that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of May 1. 1930, there was
printed a total of 6310 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

Opposition to daylight saving in
this State received a severe Jolt
Thursday when "Bangor, seeing the
futility of being an "odd stick,”
Joined the procession which is going
to make use of “summer time." The
Bangor Daily News which has been
the bitterest opponent of the system
in this State for several years, pub
lished Thursday this statement:
An agreement signed by a majority
of local merchants will result in
Bangor falling into the daylight sav
ing column on Sunday morning next, j
docks at that time will be set ahead
one hour and the various business
establishments of the city will be I
operated on the changed time until
Sunday, Sept. 21. While various pub- I
lie offices may not change their clocks |
it is understood that some at least
will accommodate their hours to [
those of the local business concerns
toy opening and closing one hour
earlier than is customary. Changes
of railroad times, changes of time in
other cities and even a change in
the radio schedules of chain stations j
were the cause for the change to
daylight saving time. The agreement j
reads:
“We. the undersigned, favoring the
generally adopted plan for summer
time as observed in many Maine
cities and towns, including Augusta, ■
Auburn. Bar Harbor, Biddeford,
Gardiner. Hallowell, Kennebunkport.
Waterville. Lewiston, Skowhegan, old
Orchard, Portland, Rumford, Saco J
Sanford-Springvale. South Portland
and other cities, hereby indicate our
willingness to follow the summer '
time schedule from the first Sunday i
In May to •Sunday, iSept. 21, 1930, and
agree to set our clocks ahead one
hour in our places of business.

There seems to be a revival of
IAndbergliism in the daily newspa
pers, due to his activities in the es
tablishment of air mail routes. If
there had been no Lindbergh, or If
Lindbergh had not made his suc
cessful flight from New York to
,
,
Paris, what would have been the
status of the International air mall
service today?

old timer gone

Attitude Of Citizens and City Government Are Important
—Diversified Small Industries To Be Desired

Sch. James L. Malloy, To Be
Fitted As Pilgrim Ship,
Sinks, In Tow

A manufacturer does not move to a new location without first making
a very comprehensive survey, and two of the things he considers are—
“Does 'this community offyr attractive living conditions for my em
ployes?” and. "Are the citizens loyal to their home industries?"
A diversification of industries is important to a town from the pay
roll standpoint. Just as a diversification of crops is important to the
farmer. The failure of one crop from any cause will not. break the fainter
if lie has others to depend on. and if a town is supporting several indus
tries. they will in turn support the town. Diversification stabilizes the
earnings of the community.
Towns and cities in every part of the country are striving io attract
industry. They have come to the realization of the fact that it is essen
tial to community growth and development. They are "putting their
house in order," they are making their communities inviting to industry.
How this can be accomplished, tlie steps that should be taken, and the
advantages to be gained are discussed fully on i>age four of this issue.
Rockland is in need of a greater industrial development, and we should
bear in mind tlm; even the smallest industry is a valuable asset to a
town. Our success in this endeavor depends upon our always making
Rockland attractive to industry.

LIONS WELCOMING

ROAR

Greeted Gov. Gardiner At Noonday Luncheon—Nautical
School and State Affairs Discussed

Landlord Keating found it neces- |
sary to put in an extra table Thurs i
day noon when tlie Lions Club met I
with Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner as
its guest of honor. Gther State offifiats present on that occasion were
Raymond E. Thurston of the Execu
tive Council, Col. G. A. Buker.
warden of the State I’rison. Prison
Commissioners Phineas H. Gay of
Newcastle and A. W. Gregory of
Rockland (the latter a member of
the club) Senator Z. 11. Dwinal, Rep
resentative George L. St. Clair. Also
on the guest list were Charles C.
Wotton, ex-Mayor J. F. Carver, J. S.
Gardner. J. C. Perry. Dr. E . W.
Peaslee. Albert S. Peterson. Judge
Frank B. Miller. F. A. Tirrell. Ardrev
Orff, Charles Mitchell. Elmer Crock
ett. H. P. Studley. M. M. Griffin, and
Walter H. Butler.
Gov. Gardiner and the other visit
ors were impressed with the peppi
j ness of the Lions Club, and the Chief
| Executive paid tlie orchestra a spe
cial compliment.
Announcement of a study which he
I has been making over the past six
I months in regard to the creating of
a Nautical School in Maine for the
benefit of Maine boys of high school
age who desire to follow the sea. was
i made by Gov. Gardiner.

,

!
I
|

That's a good turn which the Maine
Department of Agriculture did this
week when it presented the 300 cans j
of Maine products which have been
on exhibition at the North Station
arcade to the Family Welfare So
ciety for distribution. There's no
better eating anywhere than can be
found under those Maine labels.

May Day was quite devoid of the
disturbances usually looked for on j
that date—if we except the demon
stration of lioodlumism which result
ed In the arrest of 300 University of
Pennsylvania students.
It took a long time to reach the
finding that everybody expected
would be reached in tlie Oliver B.
Garrett case in Boston, and it is to 6e
hoped that justice will not be equally
tardy.

ATTRACTING NEW INDUSTRIES

There was once a time when new industries sought the larger cities.
Location in large centers was considered essential to industrial success.
During the last decade there has been a trend in the opposite direction, many
manufacturers moving their plants away from the large centers of popu
lation because of the many advantages in the less highly populated com
munities. This change scents to prove that big business can go where it
pleases.

Grace and peace be multiplied unto
you through the knowledge of God,
and of Jesus our Lord.—II. Peter 1:2.

In Bangor Wednesday there was
a hearing on the petition of a Bucks
port man who wishes to establish
motor bus service between Bangor
and Castine. The petition had the
influential support of Principal Wil
liam D. Hall of Castine Normal
School, who is a former Rockland
man. He stated that Castine has an
all year 'round boat service to Bel
fast and a summer service to Rock
land, but lie felt that the service
under consideration would be more
convenient. He stated that people
coming to Castine now go as far as
Bucksport by steamer and then motor
,
down front that point.
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announcement,
slating
tiiat
tlie
custom was to offer a two-year
course, at a cost s small that it would
he within the means of practically
every hoy having (an ambition to
gain this learning, and in connection
with the training there is an annual
cruise to some foreign port, covering
some 10.009 miles.
Following the
completion of his course, tlie student
is eligible and fitted for examination
for an officer's l'cense in the mer
cantile service.
"With a small amount of money
and some legislation, such a school
could be realized in Maine." Gov.
Gardiner added. “I feel that it would
prove attractive and tocneflcial to
our Maine toys, if brought about, and
not only serve to keep up Maine's fine
old traditions on tlie sea. iiut give
our sons another worthwhile oppor
tunity of livelihood.”
While the Governor devoted his re
marks mainly to the proposed nauti
cal school, lie digressed long enough
to explain some of the difficulties
which confront the State when it en
deavors to supply urgent wants and
not exceed the budget.
"You arc setting up the machinery
for increased maintenance every time
you erect a brick building at a state
Institution.” he said.
The Governor cited the case of
The Governor made known that three very deserving institutions
through the education department, which were sadly In need of assist
questionnaires were recently sent ance. the aggregate cost of which
out to determine whether or not there would have been prohibitive. After
is a sufficient demand by the youth the specific wants had been set forth,
of
State for such a sch°o1'
Gov. Gardiner asked:
"These questionnaires were sent to
"Which one of the three would
a)1 uf thp )ligll gchooIs - G))V Gardiner I
you have granted?"
explained, "and although less than
And the Lions were in a quandary,
one-third of the schools have been just as ,ite Governor and Legislaheard from to date, some 450 boys jure had been. It placed the situahave expressed a desire for a nauti tion in a new light.
cal school. I have taken the matter
Gov. Gardiner told of the effort
up with Senator Hale and he has ex- which is being steadily made to eonpressed hl willingness to cooperate soiidate state departments. so
> as to
and in the event of any developments, avoid a duplication of effort and ex
to introduce a bill similar to the one pense. There are at present 41 de
recently passed by tlie Senate for the partments at the State House. The
port of New Orleans, and to do every amount expended from tlie contingent
thing possible to have it enacted.
fund at tlie first of last month was
“Federal aid is now granted ito less than one-half of the amount ex
three such schools, Boston. New York pended the corresponding year.
Gov. Gardiner expressed his ap
and Philadelphia, and in addition to
the sum of $25,000 each year. pro- preciation of the service perf umed
tjie gtate has appropriated at by the Executive Gouncil. a member
ieast a like sum, a ship is loaned by ,,f which was a Rockland man [Mr.
tlie V. 8. Navy and maintained in re- , Thurston). The Council's task is
pair by the Navy. The Navy Depart- sometimes a disagreeable one." lie
ment. 1 am informed, has always . said. “It can't always say ‘yes' to
been in favor of such schools, con- I awry
heen extremely
extrem
every demand
demand. It has
lias been
sidering that any proper extension careful."
Tlie Governor may have found tlie
of the education of the young men of
the country in the way of the sea is Lions ferocious as to appetite and
to its advantage, and lends all sup song, iiut extremely cordial in its re
port it can under the law. In the case ception of himself. It was a red
of the recent bill covering New Or letter day in local Lionism.
The entertainment committee for
leans. the department advised that
tlie Shipping Board was prepared to , May comprises Lions Richards. Davis and Conant. The June commitfurnish a vessel."
Tlie Governor furnished some gen- tee consists of Gregory, Harding and
eral details in connection with his 1 Davis.

I

The veteran coasting schooner
James L. Maloy filled and «ank Wed
nesday night as she was being towed
from Onset to Marblehead, there to
be fitted out as a pilgrim ship to be
used in a Massachusetts Bay Colony I
tercentenary pageant
The schooner had been tied up at
Onset for several years. A leak that
developed soon after the start grew
steadily worse and when but a short
distance from her destination the
vessel foundered. Her captain and
a hoy who was assisting him. were
taken off by the tug Pc.wow and taken
into Salem.
The Maloy was built in 1864 at
Milford. Del . and she engaged for
many years in the lumber trade from
Maine points. She had also made
many scores of trips to and from
Rockland.

CAMDEN
The annual meeting of the Monday
Club was held this week at the home
of Mrs. Oscar H. Emery, Highland
avenue. Officers elected: President,
Mrs. L. M. Chandler: vice president.
Mrs. T J. French: secretary and
treasurer. Mrs. Jennie Stearns; ex- |
ecutive committee. Mrs. M. B. Lofig.
Mrs. C. Wilkes Babb, Mrs. Frank
W ley:
entertainment
committee.
Mrs P. G. Willey. Mrs. E. A. Robbins.
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery; picnic commit
tee. Mrs. L. W. Hart. Mrs. Laura
Ritterbush, Mrs. Ora It. Brown. It
was the last meeting of the season.
Daily, except Sunday, service on
the Eistern Steamship Lines, Inc., of
the Boston-Bancor line.
Donald Dodge and family have ar
rived from Philadelphia to occupy
their home on Beauchamp Point for
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornelius of New
York city are guests of Ralph Merrill
at his summer home on High street.
Dr. and Mrs. X. 15. Foster of Nexv
York city have arrived at their cot
tage on High street for the summer.
Miss Mary C. Davis of Woodfords
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fish.
Pearl street.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manager
of the Western I’nion Telegraph
office, is in Bloomfield. X. J., to learn
' the simplex system 'of telegraphy.
P. E. Mulholland of Boston is in
charge of the office during her
absence.
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Small of Ban
gor were guests over Sunday of his
sisters. Mrs. Wallace E. Easton and
Mrs. W. C. Benson.
Mrs. Flora Barnard has returned
flora Canon. Georgia, where she
passed the winter.
Commencing Monday, May 7, the
Camden Public Library will be open
continuously from 9 a. m to 8 p. m.
every week day except holidays.
Sunday hours will be from '2 p. in. to
5 p. m.
At the recent Maine Methodist con
ference held in Gardiner Rev. F.
Ernest Smith of Camden was ap
pointed to Kent’s Hill and Readfield
in the Augusta district and Rev. A. E.
Luce to Camden.
At the regular meeting of Meguntieook Grange this week there was
work in the first and second degrees.
Mrs. Sumner T. liavis entertained
the ladies of the Methodist society
this week at her home on Commercial
street.

o you
really know
your cigarette?
YOU’RE PARTICULAR about the other things that are so intimate
a part of your personality. What about your cigarettes? There are
several hundred grades of leaf tobacco. What kind of cigarette
do you smoke ?
If you smoke Camels you smoke tbe choicest tobaccos grown.
For the famous Camel blend is based on the use of tobaccos of
superlative quality. It is only from them that you can expect that
smooth, rich, mellow mildness and that fragrance and aroma found
in such perfection in Camels.

We buy the right tobaccos . . . the very choicest delicate leaves
of Turkish and Domestic. In their curing and preparation we use
the most modern and scientific methods. And we alone possess
the knowledge of the marvelous Camel blend.

• ♦ • •

Work on the new telephone build*
ing on Elm street is progressing
rapidly. The brick work is getting
well underway and when completed
the building will be a very attractive
one. Kerr and Houston of 'Portland
are the contractors.
Mrs. A. L. Worthing has returned
froth Boston and Whitman. Mass..
While in the latter place she was the
guest of her sister Mrs. M. R. Hail.
Mrs. Everett X. Duffy entertained
at luncheon and bridge yesterday aft
ernoon at her home on Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Mullin. Mrs.
E. Frank Knowlton and Mrs. A. 0.
Pillsbury motored to Boston Wed
nesday.
Sixty Eistman Kodaks were given
away Thursday morning at the Potter
Studio to boys and girls whose 12tb
birthday comes in 1930. At 8.10 a
m. all were gone and some unfor
tunate ones came too late. The

r
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That’s why Camel is able to furnish real cigarette pleasure to
more millions than have ever given their patronage to any other
cigarette.
I!

Don’t deny yourself the luxury of

'■$

Camels

I eatneras were given by the Eastman
: Company to mark their 50th anniver

sary.
'Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lunt are re
ceiving congratulations on the ar
Now that the Chicago Crimes Com
rival of a little son.
mission lias listed 28 of her citizens
Lee Lenfest has rented the Henry
as "enemies of the public," what
Woster house on Pleasant street.
next?—Kennebec Journal.
Ted Drinkwater pulled a handsome
If you ask us, wc wiH say that about 1
salmon out of Lake Meguntieook
Wants
Granite
Used
In
New
England
Federal
Buildings
10,000 more names would be next, i
Thursday. The fish weighed 5 pounds
and 12 ounces and was a beauty.
and Opposes Blease Cement Amendment
(Children's Playground will open
Next Wednesday evening will be
June ‘23 and continue operation
observed, by Meguntieook Grange as
through Labor Day. A new piece of :
Mothers Day. A program will be
apparatus will he added to the equip- | Tlie Rockland Chamber of Com- pledges itself to use every legitimate rendered and refreshments served.
ment this .season. At a director's;
influence that can be used to liav
Rev. T. M. Griffiths, a professor at
meeting held last might in the office 'me rce lias gone strongly on record the new 'Boston Postoffice and other Colby College and a former pastor of
of Dr. Linwood T. Rogers, president, as favoring tlie use of granite in the Federal buildings in {New England ! the Chestnut Street Baptist Church,
details were worked out for an am construction of New England federal constructed wholly of granite.
I will occupy that pulpit next Sunday
Rockland Chamber of Commerce, morning. The regular pastor Rev.
bitious season. Plants'to increase the buildings, and as opposing the
Inc.. Lenore *W. Benner, Acting Sec i Ernest M. Holman is in Boston for
attendance and interest were com
Blease Amendment which would in
pleted and two picnics, an athletic
retary.
; medical treatment.
jure
Knox County's cement industry.
ranged for. All prizes and special
The regular bi-monthly Masonic
The
resolutions
follow:
meet and a movie party were arAssembly was held Thursday evening
The Blease Amendment
privileges will be on tlie attendance
and music was furnished by Dean’s
• • • e
Whereas: , There has been pro
and merit basis. A special effort will
j orchestra.
posed
in
Congress
an
amendment
to
On
Use
of
Granite
be made to create attendance of par
Waterville Branch. Postal Clerks.
ents with tlieir youngsters. Many
Whereas: Tlie matter of the kind the pending tariff bill, known as the | will entertain the Maine State Branch
mothers liave come to find real enjoy of material to l>e used in the new Blease Amendment, which would of I’. O. clerks May 39.
ment watching the children at play Roston Post off ice and other Federal exempt from all duty foreign cement
Ladies of the G.A.R. met last eve
from tlie cool, airy, shaded settees.
buildings to be erected in New Eng and foreign cement clinker, imported ning at Legion hall. Picnic supper
was served at 6.30.
land lias not been finally decided as
I LOVE THE SEA
for use of or for sale to States and
Members of the First Parish Round
yet. and
Table of the Congregational Church
(for The Courier-Gazette]
Whereas: New England contains an municipalities for use in public will hold a food sale at the store of
1 love tlie smell of tlie briny deep.
abundance of granite, the most beau-, works, and
Carleton. French & Co., next Satur
When winds blow fresh from tile sea :
Whereas: The passage of said day. at 10 o’clock.
When green waves break in snow-drifts white— tiful, enduring and in every respect
the most satisfactory material in the amendment would have the effect of
A mlrarle to me.
.
Special town meeting in tlie opera
world for the exterior of buildings in taking from our seaboard cement house Tuesday evening. May C at
1 love the sight of tlie bright blue sea.
New
England,
and,
When sea gulls in the air.
mills a large portion of the benefits 7.30.
Balance on wing mid drifting clouds.
Win-leas: Tlie use of granite in tbe that Congress intended to confer
Mrs. Cora Buzzell Millay who has
And circle ev’rywhere.
new Boston Postoffice and other Fed
Now Be it Therefore Resolved: been the guest of Mrs. John W. Tufts
eral
buildings
throughout
New
Eng

That the Rockland Chamber of Com at the (’ushing homestead on Chest
I love to watch the sea-fowl s Might,
In spring and autumn time;
land will give encouragement and merce urge the representatives and nut street, has now opened 'her sum
When neck outstretched it speeds away,
substantial relief to an industry senators from Maine to vote against mer home at Melvin Heights.
To more congenial dime.
greatly in need of tills encourage said Blease Amendment as detri
The firemen were called out at 10
I love Io rest beside tlie sea.
ment and relief at the present time, mental to the cement industry in this o’clock yesterday morning for a grass
In warmth of sunshine haze:
country
and
in
particular
because
and
fire at Lake Meguntieook.
When gentle waves on pebbly beach.
Whereas: Such buildings when i p would be detrimental to our own
Earl Belyea this week bought of
Murmur mid-summer's praise.
erected of granite will endure for cement mill here in Knox County, Robert W. Jamieson his block on
1 love tlie Sea when tempests rage,
| centuries as memorials to civic pride recently established through a large Main street. It is a two-story brick
And mighty billows roll
I in addition to their utility and in investment of money, the successful building and at present occupied on
When like a mad invading host,
i addition to the widespread immediate operation of which will mean much tlie first floor by the Palace Clothes
They terrorize tlie soul.
I humane benefit that will arise from to the general prosperity and labor Shop and the second floor by David
1 love the sta. Its horizons,
the employment given by the use of welfare of this section of Maine.
Langham, tailor, and an apartment
Tlie tides that ebb and flow :
Rockland Chamber of Commerce. by Miss Maude M. Thorndike. Tbe
granite,
A spanking breeze, a good ship's deck.
As o'er the waves I go.
Resolved:
That the Rockland Inc.. Allan F. Mc.-Vlary. President, occupants will remain as they are nt
Henry ‘Felton Huso
Chamber
of
Commerce
hereby Lenore W, pepner. Secretary.
present.
North Haven

::W:

30 19)0, It. J.

Reynold* Tobacco
"ompany, Winston-Salem, N. C.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ACTS

GROWTH OF LIONS

PARK THEATRE

District Governor Holman Wihoops
Three of Hollywood’s funniest
Her Up For Convention At Samo
comedians, Harry Green of “Kibitzer”
set

humanity and
cruel
employers, , of life itself, a story of a woman’s
reaches' heights rarely ever attained. child-like trust and of a mother’s
Despite the cruelness of her little sorrow and love for her child—a
world of dark clouds that the sun child whose love she never knew.
light of happiness and the joy of The story of Bertha, or “Lummox.”
life seldom penetrate, “Lummox” has “.Squarehead,” or “Lunk,” as she is
kept a wholesome peasant beauty frequently called by those who see
and a fine, clean philosophy of life, j in her only a hefty, stupid peasant
though in her dumb, ox-like way she j girl, is a story as old as civilization
does not know what philosophy ' because it is human.—adv.
means.
“Lummox”
is
the
masterful !
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
achievement of the director who gave
to the world ‘Sorrell and Son.” “Beau
Geste.” * Peter Pan,” “A Kiss for I
Cinderella.” and innumerable other : Keep the bowels open and take
screen classics. His treatment and
BROWN’S RELIEF
direction of the 'Hurst opus jxicks
him up bodily and carries him to the
or rising and retiring
pinnacle of his fame. Jt is the story j
Norway Medicine Co.

fame, Skeets Gallagher and ZaSu
William M. Holman of Bangor, dis Pitts appear at their hilarious best
trict governor of tlie Lions Club in in support of Nancy Carroll in Para
Maine, addressed the Portland Lions mount’s delightfully gay musical
CIuli at its weekly luncheon at the comedy, “Hon^y.” From beginning to
Eastland Hotel.
t nd, they carry on a line of chatter,
“1 like to think of Lionism,” lie work themselves in and out of com
declared, “as an Invisible monument plicated situations, fall in love and
deep in a soil of faith, hope and sing several song hits with contagious
charity, witli a superstructure of love, abandon and good cheer. Complete
ly catching the youthful spirit of
justice and mercy.'’
this delightful talking and singing
Mr. Holman traced tlie develop picture, they romp through one amaz
ment of lionism in Maine since tin, ing scene after the other.
organization of the Portland I.ions
Nancy Carroll, more charming than
Club eight years ago and of the ever, is seen in the leading romantic
many clubs that have been organized role and does splendidly with a part
during recent months. The last of that allows her to fall beautifully in
these was in Augusta and others in love and to sing two of the songs fea
Blue Hill. Searsport. Belfast, Rock- ' tured in this picture, “In My Little
port, Camden and smaller towns. Tlie Hope Chest” and “I tDon’t Need At
number of Lions Clubs now under his mosphere.”’ In both these numbers
jurisdiction is 29.
she is assisted by Stanley Smith who'
He pointed with pride to illustrious was her leading man in “Sweetie.”
members of the organization, leaders Perhaps the most effective number
in the business, professional and po is “Sing You Sinners.” in which the
litical world, including President i quality of the negro spiritual is
Hoover, Charles M. Schwab. Billy blended with the “jazz” motif. It is
Sunday, Commander Richard E. Byrd a Monday and Tuesday Special.—adv.
and Colonel Charles E. Lindbergh.
He ended his speech with an appeal
STRAND THEATRE
to members to attend the 2d inter
national Convention of the Lions to
Today
’s feature is “Men Are Like
be held at the Samoset Hotel. Rock
land. June 13 and 14. Earl Hodges That.” an all talking farce, with Hal
Skelley.
of New York, the next president of
Next Monday and Tuesday Fannie
the Lions International will be
Hurst’s great'story “Lummox” will
present.
be shown at this theatre. It features
a brilliant cast, including Miss WestThe wise modern housewife, shares over. Ben Lyon. William Collier, Jr.,
her burdens and lets The People's Edna .Murphy and Myrtle Stedman. i
I
Laundry. Tel. 170. do her family wash,
Miss .Westover's characterization
rugs and quilts. The cost is low. the of the buxom servant girl, whose
service prompt, the work excellent.
little world has been the drab atmosW-tf i pheie of cheap lodging houses, shabby

FLU-GRIP

first time you try. Ducc dries quickly—the
danger and inconvenience of wet paint are
avoided. Duco colors have the deep-toned
life and sparkle of jewels, with the warm
lustre of polished ivory. Try Duco for your

next touch-up job around the house.

DU PONT PAINTS, VARNISHES, DUCO
_
J. A. JAME6ON CO.

Rockland, Maine

TALK OF THE TOWN

Knox bodge, J.O.O.F., will work tiro
first degree next Monday night.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Perley Bartlett has leased tlie for

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

May 4 -4’otircrt by Knox County, 'Men’s
Chorus in Thomaston Federated Chun It.
May 5- -May hall of American Legion
Auxiliary at Temple hall.
.May 5—.Monthly meeting of City Govern*
ment.
May 6—Open meeting of Junior Harmony
Club.
May 6—-Knox County Superior Court con
venes.
May fi Lincoln Baptist Association meets
at Littlefield Memorial Church.
May 7 Reception to Rev. and Mrs. Jesse
Kenderdine at the IMctbodist Church.
May 7 Annual meeting of ((immunity
Yacht Club at 7.30. City Council rooms.
May 9 Arbor Day.
May H (7.30 p. nt.)— Banquet of Carr's Alley
Bowling League at ■Hotel Rockland.
May 10 Annual meeting Maine Slate Hand
Engine League, Snow’s hall, Mater street.
May 11 Mothers’ Day.
May 11 National Hospital Day to be ob
served at Knox ‘Hospital.
May 11 Observance of National Music
Week at Cniversalist Church.
May 15-17—Btate Federation of Music Clubs
meets in Bangor.
May 20-21—Spring Conference of Rotary
International in Waterville.
May 22 Knox County Tri-district Sunday
School convention at l’ratt 'Memorial iM.
Church, Rockland.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District*
Lions International, at the Samoset.
June 24—St. John’s Day. with Claremont
Coniniandery as host.
June 23 Children's (Playground opens.
June 23 Summer train schedule in effect. •
versity of Maine.

IN THE

mer Hattie Bowen house on North

Main street.

Use VATCO Seat Covers

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday .afternoon with Mrs. Ida Sim
mons, 20 Rockland street.

For Beauty and Economy
SERMONETTE

Practically every business man in
Belfast has signed the petition for
daylight saving.

BEAUTY is outstanding with Vatco Seat Covers. Made of
handsome striped seat cover materials trimmed with har
monizing K|»»ni.-h leatherette. Individual fashioning of
each set assures custom perfectness in the fitting. Fur
nished in a complete range of patterns and colorings that
give loveliness ar.d charm to the interior of your car.
CONSTRUCTION. Custom built to perfectly lit and cover
the interior of the car up to the window line. Back of
front :-,at ia covered <o the floor.
All door covers
equipped with roomy pockets. Attached with special pin
fastener which allows the covers to be easily removed and
dry cleaned.
VATCO SEAT COVERS protect your upholstery from dust
t.i.d dirt. They save you money by increasing the resale
value ot your car, tor ch an upliolwtery is an Important item
in tlie tiade-in value of your car.
GET J’HE GENUINE VATCO SEAT COVERS. Success in
vites imitation. To be sure of the best in long wearing,
beautilul custom fitting seat covers, insist upon Genuine
Vatco Seat Covers.

rj1he Lincoln iBjiptist Association
meets at the Littlefield Memorial
Church, Tuesday, May 6.

Knott Perry is home from Sailor’s
Snug Harbor, with th'e expectation of
remaining through the summer.
Mrs. Catherine Kirkpatrick died
yesterday. Funeral services will be
held Sunday at .2.30 from her late
residence.

The Knox County Men’s Chorus is
to give a concert at the Federated
Church in Thomaston tomorrow aft
ernoon at 4 o’clock.

Wednesday was the 19th anniver
Coupes $6.00 set
sary of the big Bangor file which
many Rockland people recall as
Sedans, etc., all models, $8.50 set
( amden s Rotary Club is now heatUj though it were yesterday.
cd by a former Rockland manStandish Perry.
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
The annual meeting of the cor
porators of the Rockland Savings
The annual meeting of Uhapih Bank will be held at the banking
Class takes place Tuesday evening rooms May 14 at 10.30 a. m.
at the* Cniversalist vestry preceded by
suppe?r at 6 o’clock.
Aurora Lodge, F.A.M., will meet
at the Temple Kunday at 1 p. m. to
Announcement of Rockland’s popu attend the funeral of the late A. C.
lation is held up pending the receipt Ingraham at Ingrahahi Hili.
ONE YEAR AFTER
j W ILL TELL THE WORLD
of the returns from Ward 7, which
have doubtless been delayed by the
The offices of 'ScolM Commissioner
fact that the enumerator finds a large John W. Thompson and Louis A. Capt. Wincapaw Told the Maine Sardine'Packers Have
number of farms on his list.
Walker, insurance broker, are being
Rotary Club of Aviation’s
the Goods and Want Pubtransferred-to 299 Main street.
The Courier-Gazette is again in re
Progress
lie To Know
ceipt of an unsigned communication
Dr. J. G. Hutchins of Camden has
criticising the alleged employment of heen appointed county examiner of
One year ago Monday the Curtiss
Maine sardine packers authorized
minors by the city. Communications insane convicts.—George H. Baton of Flying Service stationed its first palne,
must be aecompanicS by the author’s Deer Isle has been appointed notary an Ireland amphibian, in Rockland. the expenditure of $400,000 a year for
signature.
The traffic increased to sucli an ex a period of three years in order to
public.
tent that in June another was added advertise this important Maine prod
Several of the city sidewalks
Waterville Branch of Postal Clerks and a land ship was placed at Berry uct, and the association known as the
which have been very uneven have will entertain the Maine State field for student flying. By mid-July
been nicely resurfaced with concrete, Branch May 30. ■ Every Branch is two more land ships were in 'the fleet Sardine Fisheries of Maine, has al
it would be nice if this improvement asked to send as many delegates ar.d and the company purchased the ready authorized tlie expenditure of
c. uid be extended to I’nion street in guests as possible.
Berry-Black-Stover property for a $160,000 on the preliminary campaign.
fr nt of the Methodist Church and
flying field. The property north oj Radio broadcasting on a national
parsonage.
The local hanks will leave their the public landing was leased as a hook-up, also billboards will be used,
flocks on standard time, but will open sea plane base which was fitted up in md later a newspaper campaign will
Rockland High plays In Belfast and close one hour earlier, which is first class shape and an $17,000 han- be inaugurated.
next Monday and hopes to hit the the method of procedure wherever ar was erected on the field which
The advertising campaign will be in
same stride it had when it won from summer time is in vogue.
has been put into fine condition. The charge of the J. Walter Thompson
Cony High in Augusta. Vinalhaven
bmpany and two of its representa
company now has 13 ships connected
comes here next (Wednesday for a
tives. Frederick O. Perkins and Clyde
A. Ross Lane is moving here from with the local plant.
game in the Knox and Lincoln Brunswick, and will occupy the
Thompson of New York City, were
This in brief is the story of the
League.
Maurer house. Frederick street. Mr. local development cf aviation as t dd present at the meeting and explained
Lane is employed by the I-'uller to the Rotary Club yesterday by the plans for this national advertising
A public supper will be served at Brush Company.
Capt. Bill Wincapaw, the man who •ampaign, which was started May 1.
Pleasant Valley Grange hall Tues
They said that 26 States will be
has directed the work. He said that
day night at 6.30. After the business
The wheels were greased for the up to December, 19C9, the students overed during the campaign now
meeting it is to be open Grange. opening of the sardine packing sea had flown 4C.860 miles and 'the pas underway, the territory including the
Members may invite as many friends son at the Vnderwbod plant this
sengers’ flying totalled 110.206 miles area from the Atlantic as far West as
as they desire. A pleasing enter week when Capt. B. B Reed came in and no passenger has been scratched. Salt Lake City and from Duluth to
tainment will be in progress with from Lirx'olnvllle with 100 bushefls
He prophecied a great future for fly Houston. Texas. This is the first time
games and dancing after the program, of herrinsf.
ing with Rockland as the great cen- n the history of the sardine industry
er of the hub, planes flying from in Maine that the product of Maine
The Daniels Clock was removed
"Bob" McCarty is heading the bat here to points inlafid. to 'Bar Harbor, factories will receive national pub
from its time-honored location yes ting order of the Freshman baseball
licity. and it is confidently predicted
Halifax. Portland and Boston. The
terday and will be reset midway of team at University of Maine. In the
traffic is yet in its infancy and one that it will be of immense benefit to
the space in front of the new store. game with •Kent's Hill Thursday lie
guess is as good as another on the the packing industry of the State.
The speed with which Fred M. made four hits, including a triple. Re
extent of the development.
Blaekihgtpn yanked Rockland’s Big is playing ieftfield.
The Rockland branch is in high
Ben out of the pavement yesterday
favor with the Curtiss' people be
shows how fast time flies nowadays.
i’ir.lj For LZcmcir.ckcrs
The candlepin stars who took part cause of its ideal growth and was
in the Carr’s alley bowling leagues held up to itihe recent Kansas City
Publix Theatres of New England the past season are to enjoy tlie
By Jane Rogers e
are engaged in a friendly box office climax of that sport next Friday convention as a model. The company
is
pleased
with
the
cooperation
it
has
contest, based on excess of a stipu night when they will be tendered a
lated quota. The Strand of Rock banquet at Hotel Rockland at 7.30. received and has tried to do its part.
It has invested $24,000 in'a field.
land heat all its competitors during An entertainment will follow.
$17,000 in the hangar. $18,000 thus far
I lily Week, and as a result of its
the field with $15,000 yet to be
fine showing Manager Joseph Pondis
Twelve members of the Eastern
will sport an alligator traveling bag. Division sales force of the Central spent with an additional $6000 at the
A prize will be offered each week, Maine attended the recent meeting in sea base. There are 24 employee
and at the end of the three months’ Augusta, where they heard a talk on regularly used and the present pay
period somebody gets $399 in cash. sportsmanship and salesmanship as roll .is about $1 400 weekly.
Capt. Wincapaw said the proposed
The contest closes in June.
given by Joe Taye, editor of the Bos Ha’.ifax-iBoston service would soon
ton Traveler.
become a reality with stops at Rock
Visions of »a bad accident at one
land and Portland. It will save pas
( f the island - yesterday confronted
A White-for-Senator Club has
Main street pedestrians who saw organized in Auburn, with 650 mem sengers 27 hours .and endless bother.
the I’arpee ambulance come off the bers at the start. The president is A regular plane service, daily, starts
wharf, and inside of it two men sup a former Rockland pastor. Rev. C. S. Jupe 1 between Boston and Bar Har
bor and another 'the same date be
porting a man whose head was Cummings, who has served as mayor
heavily bandaged. /There had been and as sheriff of Androscoggin Coun tween Rockland and Portland. The
no accident, however. The bandaged ty, and who is now a member of the present island route is working out
admirably. The Portland run will
HEN feeling all tired out In the
patient was Ernest I’hilbrook of Executive Council.
consume 35 minutes and the Boston
Vinalhaven whose ulcerated tooth
afternoon after a strenuous
run
an
hour
and
45
minutes.
had resulted in a bad case of blood
day in the home, at the office, or
A reception is to be tendered Rev.
Visiting
Itotarians
were
Nfd shopping downtown, try eating a
poisoning. He was taken to Knox and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine Wednes
Leighton of Waterville and Dr
Hoapital.
day evening at 7.45 as an expression Archie Green. Marcus Chandler and few pieces of candy as a pick-meup. The sugar which the candy
of appreciation of tlieir return to the
The
building
which
formerly Rockland parish. All members of Charles B. (Lord of Camden. Col. contains is the quickest acting of
Farnsworth
of
Portland
was
a
guest.
all the energy foods, and its bene
served as a neighborhood store and the parish and interested friends
ficial effect upon fatigue is felt al
later as a ticket office at Knox Trot from the other churches arc invited
most immediately.
ting I’ark, has heen moved to the to attend.
"ON MY
corner of Main and Robinson streets,
It. is a good idea to put small
where it will again serve as a store,
The annual children's May party
casters on the wooden box In
this time under the proprietorship of will be given by the auxiliary of
which the children keep their
A. Levy. Tlie building was owned 'Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. I... Tues
toys. The children can then easily
by Fred M. Blackington, who toted day afternoon at Legion hall from
pull the hox froth place to place
it to its new home.
4 to 6. A May pole dance, games and
for play, or it. can be pushed out
refreshments will provide a good time
of the way when not in use.
James F. Woodsum. a well known for the youngsters.
Mrs. Sarah
and remarkably active Grand Army Griffin is acting as chairman. All
man. celebrated his 88th birthday childlrcn of ex-serclce men are in
Thursday and got all of the “kick” vited.
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
out of it that a boy in his teens
would. He is making his home at
It should be borne in nsind in con
Johnathan S. Gardner’s and a spe- nection with the very general adop
- eial dinner was prepared in his tion of daylight saving time locally
The worst static of the season
Will pay Highest Price
honor. In the afternoon some of bjs that telephone toll calls remain on
was in evidence Thursday night,
comrades dropped in and they had a standard time. The local office will
No lot too large; none too email
and there was a continuation of
very jolly session of ‘18’’ with a radio operate on the daylight schedule hut
it yesterday afternoon. Reminds
program on the side. Mr. Woodsum this cannot affect the toll calls w hich
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
me what David Harum said about
had many birthday remembrances, tire set by law on eastern standard
fleas.
hut none that affected him more
or write, care of
—• •••
time, nemember this and avoid con
deeply than the beautiful bouquets
The worst period for local dis
fusion.
which came from Edwin Libby Re
C. W. McKellar
turbances in the run of the day
lief Dorps and the Daughters of Vetappears to be between 1f.3O and
Following the inspiration provided
Warren, Me.
| erans.
lie was also remembered
12. Who’s at fault?
| florally by his daughter-in-law who by Mrs. Nellie Hall and her Fifth
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
e».
♦
Grade pupils. 56 children drawn from
r resides in New Bedford. “I enjoyed
112-tf
Playing
Liszt's composition
the 3d. 4th and 5th grades of the
a very delightful day,’’ Mr. Woodsum
"Rackoozy” the organist opens the
Tyler School gathered yesterday to
told a Courier-Gazette reporter, “and receive instruction in playing the
Fast Freight program 10.30 to 11
was glad to have the flowers sent
harmonica, the first step toward a
p. m. Friday evening May 9, over
now instead of after J am ^one.”
harmonica band. Practically every
the Columbia Broadcasting Sys
Many birthday cards found their way
tem. From the restful melody of
youngster was provided with a har
to Mr. Woodburn's address, and
"To a Wild Rose’’ by MacDowell
monica. Mrs. Ruth Sanborn who has
they’re still coming. We have re been engaged as instructor, with one
the organ changes to the lively
ferred to him as “Mister’’ Woodsum,
entrancing “Nola.” "Whippoor
lesson a week, was delighted witli
•ill the way through, hut it will please tlie response shown by the children,
will" and "Shine on Harvest
his many friends to know that he is ami particularly by the aptness dis
Moon" are the first two selections
now entitled to the rank of Colonel,
of the Wheaties Quartet who offer
played in this first lesson. Mrs. San
having been appointed an aide de born through her experience in or
an unusual yodel as their con
camp for the next National Grand
cluding number. After playing
ganizing and teaching harmonica
Army encampment.
“Orientale” the organist brings
hands when supervisor of music in

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

set-

LIVE POULTRY

JOB

the public schools of Miami. Fla.. Is
aptly fitted for the work. It now
appears that Mrs. Hall’s ambition
and Mrs. Sanborn's ability will com
bine to produce a full-fledged har
monica band in the near future which
• would measure up in quality with
Public supper at American Legion the famous Hoxie organizations it
hall Saturday from 5 to 7. Price 35 is an activity for the youngsters that
merits encouragement.
cents.—adv.
52-53

Margaret Nrwtun, dixtinsuished
medium. at (5 A.R. hall. Sunday, 2.SO
and 7.30.
Lecture and messages.
Offering of 25 cents front each per
son expected.
52-53

ANNUAL MEETING

yacht CLUB MEETING

Page Three
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Every-Other-Day

The annual meellin: of the Porporators of
TIki annual meeting of the Community Yaehtf the Rockland Savings Bank will he held a!
Club will be held Wednesday evening. Ylty their hanking roomsTVednesdav. May It, 19:10,
7 at 7 3d o'clock in tbe City Council room, at 111.3# o'clock a. an., for the choice of officers
Spring street to receive tbe annual reports, tor the ensuing year and the tr.iosaclion ot
civet officers and transact such other matters such oilier business as (may properly come be
as may legally eonif before said meeting.
fore the meeting.
JOHN J. WARDWELL. Commodore
RIM’KiaXP IRAVINCS nA\'K.
AUBERT SMITH PETF.RSO-.N. Clerk
'By IK. 1>, SWEAR. Treas
Rockland. Maine, May J, 1930,
53-11
Rockland. Me.. April 2!>, l!»3b
51 au<l1

the program to a close with the
weird "Chloe.”

Tour rug j.robiems can he sett ed
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, like
124-tf

new.

WANTED

Peeled Pulpwood
Pejepscot Paper Company
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
50-51

We claim auperiority
and we can prove it. Sam
ples of past jobs are gra
phic evidence of what we
can do for you. Handsome,
forceful folders and book
lets are the stuff from
which sales are made.

The Courier-Gazette

Amtmmtemwtf

“Tow’ring O’er the Wrecks of
Time”

A recent book, “The Twilight of
Civilization," again indulges in the
practice of some modern writers,
of bowing God and Christ out of
the picture. It is done cleverly,
thoughtfully and always politely,
but the idea is the elimination of
them from the thoughts of modern
intellectuals
First, because in
the discoven* of the “immensity
of the universe’’ a personal God to'
a man. a mere speck, is not think
able. Second, Christ Jived in an
unscientific age and therefore
could not fit into modern day con
ceptions. Dr. Durant :does fiat
mention him among the ten great
est thinkers. This colossal figure
of all time, “who »pokc as never
man spake before."
He, the
Christ that revolutionized human
thought, that today is the living
vitalizing power; the hope of all
humanitarian, national and inter
na tonal movements. He who is
moulding the ideals and aspira
tions of all peoples into his eternal
and abiding Kingdom, is not to lie
named with Confuscius, Plato,
Aristole, Thomas Aquinas. Coper
nicus, Bacon, Newton, Voltaire,
Kant or Darwn.
Nevertheless,
Jesus Christ towers over them all
as the Washington monument
towers over a little red ant at its
base. No American, either now or
ever, will be great enough to bow
Washington or Lincoln out of our
national consciousness, neither will
this sickening superiority complex
of these modern and inferior men
eliminate Christ from the thought
of mankind or prevent men wor
shipping the God tiiat planted in
the mind and soul of man the
power of apprehending holiness.
W. A. H.

First Church of Christ, Scientist:
Services are held Sunday at 10.30
a. m. and Wednesday evening at 7.30.
"Everlasting Punishment.” will be
the subject of the lesson-sermon Sun
day.
The Rockland Spiritualist Asso
ciation presents Mrs. Margaret New
ton of Portland at two services Sun
day. 2.30 and 7.30 in G.A.R. hall.
Anyone may bring a flower to the
altar in memory of a departed friend.
* » • ♦

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tommorrow will be appropriate
for the second Sunday after Easter:
Holy Communion at 9
o’clock;
Church (School at9.45, Rev. Ralph
Hayden celebrant.

• • »♦

The
Salvation Army
weekend
meetings: Saturday, 8.00 p. m., pub
lic praise meeting: Sunday. 11.00 holi
ness meeting: Sunday School, 2.00
p. m. lesson subject, ‘Jonah Success
ful but disappointed;” Young Peo
ple’s Legion, 6.30, topic, ‘Consider
Your 'Ways;’’’ Salvation Meeting at
8.00. Ensign J. Dockendorf from di
visional headquarters will be present
and conduct these meetings.
• * * ♦

The Senter Crane Birthday Sale now going on and con

tinues through the month of May.

Not only will the special prices on staple merchandise

all remain during this month but we will put out new values

weekly.

These will go on sale every Saturday and will be

listed in Thursday’s Courier-Gazette and Camden Herald.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
WEST ROCKPORT
Bev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey made
a trip to Masuaehuxettx the first nt
tlie week where they were guests of
Mr. and Airs. Robert Jlughey. Ruth
and Calvin Hughey visited their
grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. A. A.
Walsh in Port Clyde during their
parents’ absence.
Miss Carrie Drinkwater has been
absent from iter school duties this
week because of illness. Mrs. Har
old Buzzell of Roeqport has substitu
ted a part of tlie time.
Mrs. Emma Leach, who with her
sister Mrs Laura Packard of Glencove has been spending the winter in
Florida with relatives, returned home
Monday.
Mrs. Robert Nutt anti Jfiiss Hazel
Parker are spending the weekend in
Aukusta.
(tne ‘of the men employed on the
State highway construction job met
with a painful accident Wednesday.
He was hit by the steam shovel,
breaking one of his legs.
Preparations for building the. new
bridge are being made. Last week
the steam shovel was at work tearing
up the old bridge and removing Ute
rocks. Now men are digging the
channel deeper and wider.
The annual business meeting of the
church was held Wednesday evening.
Reginning tomorrow May 4. the Sun
day services will he held at 9.3(1 a. 111.
followed by church school at 10.30.
Harold Jones who has been laid
up several weeks with a cut in his
knee returns Monday to his work at
Livingston's Manufacturing Co.
It is anticipated that there will be
a large delegation from this village |
to attend the three-act corned'
“What Anne Brought Home," at
Rockport town hall next Friday eve
ning. It is being presented by the
Junior class of the High School and
three of the 'members are from this
section. In the past few years there
have been so few members from this
part of tile town in the upper classes
that folks will doubtless take this
opportunity to show their apprecia
tion to the present members for thenspecial effort to continue their
school work. Also for tlieir part in
helping to make this entertainment
one that shall bring credit to the cast
and those who hae helped to make it
a success.

Permanent Waving
Miss Marjorie Buffum
New York Demonstrator
Will do a limited number of waves
at this shop—

MAY 19 AND 20
using the machine and method with
which she won First Prize at the re
cent Hair Dressers’ Convention.
FOR

APPOINTMENT PHONE 996

Peter Pan Beauty'
Shoppe
53S56

MAINE CENTRAL LUNCH
Commencing

SATURDAY, MAY 3
the Maine Central Lunch, 5.Pleasant Street
will be Open All Night
Music with Sike Rackliffe, late of Keith Albee
Circuit at the piano

Services at Littlefield Memorial
(*ht»rch Sunday: Rev. L. G. Perry,
pastor, will preach both morning and
evening. The morning topic will lie
“How Much;” evening topic “God’s
r’olor Line.” In the morning the
choir will sing the anthem “o Be Joy
ful In the Lord." by Herbert J. Lacey.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gregory will sing,
born
a duet “He Ransomed Me.’’ by Bert
b At Wesson Mstsridty Hospital,
Sparks.
In the evening a male HIIfield.
Ulass.. April 22. to *lr“r.
quartet will furnish the music. Sun
Waitin' Hill (bu'.ie Ames), a daughter, Bai
day School-at 11.45 with classes for
baru.
everybody. B.Y.P.U. at 6.15. Miss
DIED
Frances Hammond, leader. Tuesday
MILLS At Vinalhaven, May 211. Arthur W.
evening prjfi’er meeting at 7.3fi.
Mills, aged 61 years.
• * • •
TIBBETTS— At Bockland. May 1. Sarah D .
At the Congregational Church to-,
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Carrying
Through.” The Pilgrim Choir will
sing. Sunday School at noon. The
Cojnrades of the Way will meet in
the vestry at six o’clock.
At the Church of Immanuel (Universalist) at the Sunday morning
service, 10.30, Rev. George H. Welch
will preach on “The Paradox.” The
quartet will sing as anthems “Fear
Not Ye, O Israel.” Lansing and “Seek
Yc the Lord,* Roberts. Knicker
bocker Class and church school will
meet at noon: Junior Y.P.C.U. at 3
p. m., George Huntley, leader and
senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 o'clock, when the
new officers will be installed.

•♦••

President Henry T. McDonald of
I Stqrer College will be the speaker
! at the morning service of the First
Baptist Church. The choir will sing !
, "God, My King,” Wiegand.
The
quartet selection will be “Peace and
Light,” Chadwick. The communiorf
service will come at the close and
the right hand of fellowship extended
to new members. The church school
at 12 o’clock, and the Christian En
deavor at 6 o’clock are challenging
hours.
At the People’s evening
service at 7.15; the choir will sing,
“< ih, It is Wonderful.” Tullar. and “I
Saw the Holy City,” Franeir. The
pastor’s subject will be “Tbe Most
Beautiful Person
in
Rockland.”
There will be a chance to join in the
’big sing” with several hundred
I others.
• • * •
The morning sermon at l’ratt Me
morial Methodist Church will lie at
10.3-0, and the pastor. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, will preach 'on “God’s Ap
pointments.”
The choir will* sing
’() Come To My Heart, Lord Jesus.”
Ambrose, and “Tbe Heavens Are De
claring,” Beethoven. .'Sunday School
will convene at noon.
Epworth
League will meet at 6 and will be ’oj
by Parker Young on the topic.:
“Finding God Through Worship.”
The evening service at 7.15 will betr’n
with gospel singing led by the Blue
Boy Players orchestra. The male
quartet will ,sing, “Now the Day Is
Over.” The pastor will preach on
•Inescapable Decisions,” a gospel
sermon. Everybody is cordially ;rivited to this service. The prayer and
praise service on Tuesday evening at
7.15 will have for its theme “Tlie Kind
. f Spiritual Power We Need,”

widow of Alfred S. Tlhhells. aged .9 years.
:: moooths. P. days. Funeral halurday »fcrnoon at '2 o'clock. Burial In Uwlalon.
STINSON At Rockland, i.Ma.v 3. Jlavhl M.
siinson. aged 75 years, 7 months. 22 (lays.
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock front late restdciHT 20 Orient street.
ICARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our relatives an.I trifiols
for the sympathy shown us in our recent be
reavement also for the beautiful floral
tributes and use of automobile
Mrs. Etta E. iDorman, tMr. and Mrs. WIHinni
Dorman, Mr. and /Mrs. -Clarence Dorman, Mr.
and .Mrs. A. D. Rail.

Inexpensive
Refrigeration
PROMPT,

DEPENDABLE SERVICE

CENTRAL ICE COMPANY
Telephone 1 I 5l-R

Rockland

Paint

Paint

Telephone I15I-R

CARD OF THANKS »

I wisli to express my sincere Blanks and
appreciation to friends, neighbors and rela
tives who remembered me duriiiK niy Illness
at Knox Hospital with thefcunahlne hox. cards,
flowers; also the Kings Daughters for the
boxes of fruit, and the members of (Baptist
Church for the beautiful (Easter lily.
Edith M. Wotton
Warren
CARD (OF THANKS

I wish to express my sincere (hanks to the
doctors and nurses of Knox (Hospital who
were so kind Io me during any slay in the
hospital: also to my dear friends and rela
tives for cards, letters and flowers.
Miss Alice
Miller
Warreu
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to express my sincere thanks to the
doctors and nurses who were so kiiul to me
during my stay at Knox Hospital : also to j
my friends and neighbors for cards, flowers, j
fruit and other gifts.
•
Miss (Mildred Robinson i

FAMILY PRIDE
Whenever you see a family that ,
constantly keeps the welfare of its |
members in mind, you can be sure
family pride exists there.
One always finds respect, consider
ation and thoughtfulness in such a
home, and when a loved one passes
away, that same respect and consid
eration manifests itself in a fitting |
tribute of love and devotion.
It is significant that doaens of such
families are turning to us for advice
and suggestions in the choice of me
morials. Choosing a memorial means
choosing for the centuries and we feel
that we >are in a portion to satisfy
the most exacting demands.
May we tell you about the new
trends in'designs? And we are confi
dent also, that, you will be interested
in learning about tbe relative merit?
of different granites. Inquiring does
not obligate you in the least.

E. A. GLIDDEN ArCo.
1855

1930
WALDOBORO and
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

Paint

Direct from the manufacturer to the consumer. You
save the jobber’s, wholesaler’s and retailer’s profits.
Seven gallons or more delivered to your nearest rail
road station—

$2.37 Per Gallon
or delivered at your house by the agent at—

$2.50 Per Gallon
This paint is guaranteed by the manufacturer—one
of the largest paint making firms in the’country—
The Davis-Farm and Home Paint Co. of Kansas City

HARRY CARR
Local Agent
Rockland, Maine
Tel. up to 8 p. m. 946

Evenings 8841
51T57

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant
are ready to serve you.

PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK BROTHERS
Pleasant Beach Road,

South Thomaston
44Stf

Page Fouf
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Farm and Garden Tools

How to Raise Poultry

VINALHAVEN

Trip^hDatf

A very pleasant affair was the
birthday anniversary surprise given
Mrs. E. G. Carver at her home Thurs
day evening, it really was a sur
Of Every Description
prise. When friends and neighbors
Manure and Spading Forks, Hoes, Trowels,
Hear
< nt« red the kitchen door, they re
Weeders, Shears, Knives, Rakes, Pruners, Shov
Kendall
ceived a most cordial greeting from
els, Planters, Wheelbarrows, etc.
Mr. Carver, who was seated In front
and
Whitney
of the kitchen range, reading the
AT PLEASINGLY REASONABLE PRICES
Ruralists
vening paper, and he quietly In
Make personal selections at our store—or order
ARTICLE XLI.
on
formed the party that Mrs. Carver
direct by mail from our 180 page Catalog, which
WCSH
will be sent free on request.
have water, fresh buttermilk or sour had retired for the night. Thinking
A GOOD START IS
the voices she heard were children
T uesdays
HALF THE RACE milk from the start. If the milk is
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR
MONEY
8.00 P. M.
available water is not necessary, hanging May baskets, Mrs. Carver
REFUNDED!
remained resting quietly until piano
Much Depends on the Way Chicks otherwise see that they constantly
Are Handled During the First Few have before them clean water into music brought her to the stairs. She
A Dutch Water-Village
Days of Their Existence. Correct which is dissolved Chick Tablets. quickly dressed and was soon mistress
FARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS
id' the situation, proving herself to
No traveler knows Holland unless
Feeding Practices Should Be Put Water or milk should be given in
clean shallow dishes or drinking lie a very efficient hostess. A floor he has seen at least one water-vil
Into Effect From the Start.
fountains so arranged that the chicks lump was presented her and she lage. One of the loveliest is Aalsshowed her appreciation in a few nteer—famous also for the box-trees
cannot get into them witli their feet.
pleasing words.
Bridge and flinch grown there. Aalsmeer consists of
After
about
48
to
60
hours,
give
PCHTLASD
MAINt
rCCtRAL and TEMPIL STS.,
Editor’s Note—This Is another story In a them their first feed, placing the were features of the evening and a one long, straight village street—in
series ot 52 stories on poultry raising written
lunch of sandwiches, assorted cake, fact no more than a towing path—
b.v the well known national poultry authority, food on clean paper or in shallow
also a decorated birthday cake and with a canal on either side. Small
Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S., of St. Louis. The trays so they can see it and learn to
entire series will appear In tills paper. Our eat easily. Do not overfeed as it is cocoa was served by Mrs. Albert swing bridges connect the Amuses
readers are urged to read them carefully and
extremely dangerous. Baby chicks Carver and Mrs. Mary Noyes. The with the path, and many of them
clip them out tor future reference.
should be fed about every three invited guests were Mrs. Fred Coombs, are entirely encircled by water, each
hours for the first two weeks and Mi-s Leroy Coombs, Mrs. L. R. Smith, one solitary, picturesque, and pros
“As the twig is bent so will the never at any time should they be Mrs. Oscar Lane, Mrs William Law perous. The villagers propel their
tree be inclined." was not spoken of given more than they can clean up ny, Mrs. Reuben Carver, Mrs. Mary barges by means of a pole when they
1
3
4
5
b
8
I
7
chicks, but the proverb fits splen in about 15 minutes. It is much L. Arey, Mrs. Lora Hardison, Mrs, take to market cargoes of delirious
didly. Chicks must get a good start better to keep them hungry than to George Newbert, Mrs. Llewellyn strawberries and curiously shaped
Thomas, Celeste Carver.
box-trees. They are cut into the
if they are to develop into good lay stuff them during this period.
IO
II
9
Mr. and Mrs, H. W. Flfield re shapes of men and animals—looking
ers In the first place, strong chicks
Scatter a little grain and fine grit
are necessary. Good environment, in the litter the first day or two after turned Wednesday from Brewer, just as if some enchanter had turned
lb
13
14
11
15
sanitary quarters, freedom from you start feeding them and teach where they were guests of their son. a whole menagerie into box-trees.
dampness and plenty of warmth for the little fellows to scratch. If they Walker Fifield.
W
Lussino, Magic Island
Mrs Lora Hardison will entertain
comfort are nil (important factors, find some of the grain in the litter
10
18
19
17
the
Washington
Club
tonight
at
her
All
of
us have had dreams of living
1ml nothing is quite so important as they will learn to scratch readily, and
W
on a tropical isle, dining on fruit and
W
proper feeding.
as soon as they learn to scratch, all Imine on Washington street.
A meeting of Gettysburg Camp, S. swimming all day long in the blue
24
2.1
The ideal feeding method is one their grain feed should he fed in the
23
which keeps the chicks growing every litter, as exercise is very important of V. was held at Rockaway Inn, sea. Who would dream of finding one
minute. If your present methods are for baby chicks. It causes growth Munday night by invitation of Com on the same degree of latitude as
2b
27 28
25
accomplishing that result, do not and wards ofT disease. 1 can usually mander Bruce Grindle. Supper was Nova Scotia ? But that is where you
change but unless your chicks are de teach my chicks to scratch the second served. The guests of honor were will find Lussino, that magic island
veloping regularly from day to day or third day. and then 1 scatter all Calvin B, Vinal and Stephen Colson in tile Adriatic, at the eastermost tip
30
of Italy’s domain. The boat from
Civil War veterans.
so that you can literally and actually grain in the litter.
W
Mrs Aura Roberts returned Thurs Flume lands at Lussinpiccolo where
see them grow, you will probably
•
•
»
•
i 34
31 31
33
35
day from Quincy, Mass., where she are very good hotels and a delight
profit by changing to another plan.
Litter is very essential for baby spent the winter.
d
ful summer colony. Swimming and
That does not mean a more difficult
Miss Rita Greenlaw has returned lying on the sand is the program for
or complicated one On the contrary, chicks that are brooded inside. It is
39
3b
37 38
it often means simpler and easier the means of providing the exercise fi"in a visit with her brother Blanch- every day: and as for fruit, there are
oranges, lemons, limes, guava, not
w
methods—most certainly more ef necessary for the chick's growth and ardAlreenlaw of Camden,
—
continuous appetite, it should be dry
HO
Mrs Marshall Salks has returned to mention an abundance of less
42
HI
43
fective ones.
and clean and free from mold or must. from aa visit with her son Edward at tropical varieties. The panoramas of
• • • •
w
Chaff that is found in all straw Phillips-Exeter Academy.
sea and rock and distant islands are
The
time
to
start
proper
feeding
47
4b
MH
M5
The Star Club met Thursday night alone worth a trip to Lussino.
is the very moment your chicks ar makes excellent litter for chicks. In
rive from the hatchery or when fact, I prefer it to any other. Shake with Mrs. Margaret Birnie at her
Visit Rumania
50
51
taken from the nest or from your the chaff from the straw and use it home.
Mb M9
Everyone knows about Queen Marie
for
the
chicks.
Alfalfa
is
good,
but
Mrs Ernest Clayt.er was hostess and Little King Michael of Rumania,
own incubator. Thousands of chicks
w
are killed every year by premature it should not be as fine as dust, as Wednesday evening to the Chattaneet but few have visited their land. The
51
that
will
get
into
the
nostrils
of
the
i Club,
feeding or by being given ‘the wrong
best time to go there is between April
The 4 A’s met with Mrs. Frank and June, or between September and
kinds of food materials during their chicks and cause inflammation.
Bright
straw,
hay
or
alfalfa
cut
into
Winslow Tuesday evening.
first few hours of freedom.
November. But at Sinaia and other
The cast of characters in the one- resorts high in the Carpathians it is
Nature provides all the nourish short pieces make excellent litter for
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
baby chicks.
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farce
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given
in
ment
needed
by
a
chick
during
the
14-Three (Prefix)
44- Double (Prefix)
1-lntroduced
I have carried on hundreds of ex | connection with the minstrel show possible to escape the midsummer
first two or three days of its life.
heat, and rates are exceedingly low
18-Revived
9-Pigment
45- Venerated
periments during the past i.’i years resented May 23 by the senior class
Just
before
it
emerges
from
the
shell,
for such delightful resorts. In au
18-Exhausted
10-Gives relief
47- Minister's degree
and as a result of the knowledge V.H.S., includes the following: Annice
what
is
left
of
the
yolk
which
nour

tumn, beautiful Constanza by the
20-lmaginary
12- Prefix—together
(abbr.)
thus gained, I have developed a very Gross, Allegra Ingerson, Dorothy
ished
the
chick
before
hatching
is
sea is the best resort. Bucharest, the
13- 0men
48- Old woman
22-lmpresses by noisy
successful method of feeding baby ] Polk. George Swears, Edward White.
absorbed
into
its
abdominal
cavity.
capital, is a gay city during the sea
50-Constellation
repetition
15-A British colony
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.. will son, for Rumanians have a genius for
This supplies all the nourishment chicks. Unfortunately, lack of space
52-Directed
(abbr.)
24-Armed enclosures
prevents
me
from
incorporating
my
work
degrees
on
three
candidates
needed for the first 48 to 60 hours. To
enjoying life, and always make sure
for protection
17-Ancient
feed anything else during that time method in this article, although I .Monday night. After the ceremonies that their foreign guests have a good
VERTICAL
26-Pipe joint
19-Turns aside
hope
to
give
it
in
the
next
one.
lunch
will
be
served
by
Edith
Smith,
time.
may lead to serious digestive disorders
28-Hurried
20- ln place of
causing death later on if not at once. Should you miss the next article or Evelyn Manson, Allie Lane, Margaret
1- Parent
32- Order of classic
21- Aromatic plant
Giraida
desire
any
further
information
about
|
Birnie
and
Grace
Lawry,
A considerable percentage of so2-Tear
architecture
23- American dessert
In Seville of Andalusia, Giraida
called White Diarrhea cases are the handling and feeding of baby I Miss Aura Roberts entertained the
3- Poetical form of
33- Splinter
24- Food and drink
caused by premature or improper chicks, I shall be glad to answer any members of her Sunday school class dwells. It is one of the most beau
enough
34- Additional items
25- Characteristics
questions addressed to me in care of Tuesday evening at Union Church tiful Moorish monuments of Spain,
feeding at this time.
4- Binds with strips of 35- Organ pipes
27-Male honey bees
parsonage. Ice cream and cake were a 12th century lninaret stretched
While chicks should receive no the editor of this paper.
leather
38-Square measure
29- Feminine suffix
against the blue sky, and now the
served.
(Copyright, 1929,
grain, mash or other solid food dur
5- Was necessary
ment unit (metric)
30- Part of a circle
shrine of two dozen anointed bells.
by Dr. L. D. IeGear, V. S.)
ing the first 48 to 60 hours, they can
6- Beats
41- Repair
31- Burns slightly
For fjale—The Dr. F. F. Brown Giraida is the mother and sweetheart
7- Superlative suffix
42- Pronoun
34-Complete
of Seville, without Giraida the city
8- From (Prefix)
45- lnstrument of pun
36- Projections
and it is hoped there will be a large residence at Vinalhaven. For par would feel compelled to hide and'
ticulars inquire of T. E. Libby.
APPLETON
ishment
37- Loose
9- Pertaining to the
attendance.
change its name. The Moors wished
52*58
46- Expire
39- Perceived
extreme north or
Announcements have been received springing, the birds are singing, and
to destroy it before surrendering to
40- Terminus
south
49-Rear Admiral
of the birth, April 22, of a daughter , frogs are croaking in , tjie brook;
San Fernando, but he replied that a
EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVE
41- Merriment
(abbr.)
11-Noisy breathing
to Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Hill (Lulie smoked fish are coming, the flies are
-•
_____
Moorish head would be cut off for
43-Scotch river
i 12-Disputed
51-Boy’s familiar name
Ames) at the Wesson Maternity Hos humming and dandelion greens are
The heads
Chamber of Commerce Speakers every stone removed.
pital, Springfield, Mass. The little . big enough to dig.
Praise President Hoover on Busi changed their minds. To an Ameri
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
one has been name Barbara Ames.
can Giraida marks holy ground, for
ness Stimulation
Edward Ames is building a concrete
Work on the road is going steadily
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'
foundation
for
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addition
to
his
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of
President
Hoover
for
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6r A K E Rl
O. D. Lermond was in Rockland forward. Trucks are employed haul barn. Arthur Beane and Raymond speedy action toward stemming the phagus of Christopher Columbus.
E A D
B A T
Sunday in Russia
Tuesday making the trip each way ing gravel for the surfacing of the Paul have been assisting with the downward sway of buiness follow
roads.
T R 1 p
by seaplane.
Sunday is the day to see Russian
DA N E
i work.
ing the depression of six months ago.
Charlie
Griffin
has
a
new
Ford
Instead of May 30, it is Teported
E R o S
h A L T
The drama ‘A Henpecked Hero,” formed the keynote of five speakers peasants, for that is away* the big
that the Westport will make six trips truck.
was given in Riverside hall Friday before the Chamber of Commerce of day in every village. The church is
SL E E P S
N o RM A N
Fine
farming
weather
now.
The
a week beginning May 5.
evening to a crowded house and a the United States at Washington -usually empty and always in bad re
A P
T Y
N A
A p El
Upon the Morrow estate men are ground has dried up, the grass is
pair, but there are mass-meetings,
goodly net profit was realized, some D. C.
The
W.C.T.U.
will
observe
Child
E
n o O
busy putting the landing field in
1
Headed by Secretary Iaimont and debates, lectures, games, dances,
i
of
which
will
be
used
in
purchasing
Health
Day
by
a
meeting
at
the
par

shape. A fine cement swimming pool
E R N
P E E R S
Julius H. Barnes, chairman of the Na “song-fests," drinking bouts, fist
V 1 ri
sonage where papers prepared on I hymnals for the church.
has been completed near the shore.
Fred Demuth, Jr„ is driving Rob tional Business Survey Conference, fights, in all of which any stranger
E L i D E D
that
subject
will
be
read
by
members.
E R R s E D
The ground is now in fine con
Gushee's truck for work on the road. the business leaders centered the sec or chance visitor Is welcome to par
1 R E D
A D E N
dition to work and farmers and The subject is a very essential one,
ond general session of the 18th an ticipate. Doors ar> nowhere and
fr R R
gardeners are busy.
1 C O N
s
nual meeting of the chamber around never shut, for nothing is private
With the daylight time adopted by
*
T E ,N
F O E
a discussion of ’’business stabiliza in a Russian village. On Sunday are
Boston radio programs as listed come
exhibits of farm machinery that are
tion."
D A T E D 1
an hour earlier Standard time. News
The Commerce Secretary said the being intr< duced into the remote
flashes are received at 6.30, 11 and
Chief Executive’s quick call to busi places of the interior, but while the
6. instead of 7.30. 12 and 7.
ness to confer with the government older people discuss the problems of
LINCOLNVILLE
Monday the long promised seaplane
last fall had definitely lessened “the nfw Russia, the young men and girls
The roads in this section are in fair service for North Haven was inaugu
dance together all afternoon and ail
depth of the depression."
condition since the mud has dried rated. The initial trip was made in’
evening.
Business and government activity
and with the patrolman and com one of the best cabin planes of the
Island Dwellers
since 1921, Lamo t said, has "devel
missioners doing such good work. Curtiss Flying Service with Captain
There are only two good ways to
oped a flow of statistical informa
It is pleasing to report that our Wineapaw as pilot. The plane that
tion," which has played an import come to Stockholm. One is to ap
neighbor Hollis Dean who has been leaves Rockland in the morning at
ant part in promoting such pros proach slowly by the canal from
a shut-in for several weeks is now 10 arrives at North Haven at 10.10;
perity as this country has witnessed Goteborg, and the other is to arrive
convalescing.
by way of Vinalhaven it arrives in
by sea through the glorious channels
during the recent years.”
Mrs. Georgia (Hall) Morang of Rockland at 10.30. The plane that
Corinna is a guest of her parents, Mr. leaves Rockland at 5 arrives at North
"The time is now at hand," Lamont between its 75 miles of islands.. The
and Mrs. Benson Hall for one week. Haven at 5.10 and via Vinalhaven
said, "when business men should get rugged sea ard landscapes of these
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clarke of Bos reaches Rockland in return flight at
behind a policy for the further devel rocky islets not only make artists
ton arrived last Saturday and will 5.30. The first to come over in the
opment of statistics on production, happy but many families of the city
pass the summer at ‘Breezemere,’’ plane in its initial flight were Harvey
stocks, employment, the construction make their summer homes on an
the home of A. P. Wentworth.
Industry and many other activities island and the business men com
Calderwood and Wendall Howard.
A business meeting of Union Ceme The agent for North Haven is Foy
which would make it possible to keep mute daily by launch to their work.
tery Association Corporation, Inc., Brown, with whom reservations may
business informed currently as to the Everybody has a yacht or some more
will he held at the residence of the he made. Among the most promising
basis facts upon which policies must modest craft and they spend nearly
all day on the water. Tourists who
secretary. Mrs. Effie Dickey Monday aviators in training at the Rockland
be predicated.”
evening, May 5, at 8 o’clock.
Barnes compared actions taken fol come to see Stockholm the beautiful,
Aviation School is Franz Mills of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dickey of
lowing the depressions of 1921 and can never really appreciate it unless
North Haven. For more than a year
Manchester, N. H.. are guests at the Franz has been in training. He has
1929 as an example of the experiences they spend some days living on an
Dickey farm for an indefinite time.
gained in applying remedies to dips island too.
made many solo flights circling alone
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa ileal of Bel all the surrounding country and last
in Athe economic cycle. He estimated
A Christmas Card Village *
fast were recently guests of his sister winter he made a beautiful landing at
the depth of the latter deflation as a
A Swiss village in its winter cos
ilrs. Ellen Moody,
shrinkage in value of listed stock of tume is just like an old-fashioned
Fresh Pond. Next month he will take
Our genial grocer R. S. Knight is
820,090,000,000 within 60 days.
his official tests, and from every in
on the delivery car again. He al
"In 1921 business men came to
dication will come through with fly
ways receives a cordial welcome from
MICKIE SAYS—
Washington to find out largely what
ing colors and passenger license.
his host of customers.
the government was going to do; in
1929. they came- to pledge what they
ASH POINT
TH' MOST DJTEREST7U BIXWESS
themselves were going to do,’ he said.
IM TDWU IS TH' UEWSPAPER.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fredette and
"We have every right to believe
BIZUESS* AUD ITS ALSO TH'
Miss Lois Dalzell, Mrs. Effie Dyer and j
that a great experiment in voluntary
Mrs. Ella Hare visited the State
LEAST UUDERSTOOD, WITCH
stabilization can be made progres
16 WHY I'M OUT HERE W
Prison in Thomaston Friday, then
sively effective,’.' he said.
took an auto ride to Waldoboro and
EVERY ISSUE, TRNIkJ' TO
We want all your LIVE POUL
on the return called at the C. W. McMAKE THIU&S EASIER
WARREN
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
Keller farm.
FER. TOUR. GOOD FRIEUR
Cecil Cushman is home on ten days’
Mrs. Ethel Stone and Mrs; Ella
THE EDITOR.
or write Charles Shane, care of
leave from the Burnt Island Life
Hare attended services at the Baptist
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Saving Station.
Church Sunday evening.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
Mrs. Mary Montgomery lias as her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fredette and
guest Miss Mary Ji iSmith of New
your door. References: Any poul
Mrs. Effie Dyer made an auto trip
ton, Mass.
Wednesday to Portland and return.
try raiser.
Barker iMeKellar has a Hudson
Mrs. Eugene Dorell of Augusta is
sedan.
visiting her uncle, .1. R. Mullen and
CHARLES SHANE CO.
Mrs. Addie Vinal, who recently re
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
her grandmother.
27-tf
ceived surgical treatment at the
made several obvious ones In drawing the above picture. Some of them
An attempt was recently made to
Deaconess Hospital, Brookline, is
are easily discovered, other* may ba hard. See how long it will take
break into Miss 'Therese Hanlon’s I
improving.
YOU to find them.
house but without success.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews left
Mrs. Florence McConchie will open
Florida April 29 to come North.
her house, The Wellesley, to the pub
Mrs. John Connell was called
lic Sunday and will be ready to serve ■
Thursday to 'Dover, IN. H., by the
more of those delicious chicken and '
serious illness of her brother.
shore dinners.
The alewives have been sold to the
Since 1840 this firm has
The Birthday Club met at Mr. and j
Lawrence Packing Co. of Rockland.
Wonderful Results Have Come From
faithfully served the families
Mrs. Leroy McConchie’s and were
An Old Family
Last year they were bought by O. B.
Use of
of Knox County
served with chicken dinner. There !
Doctor’s Favorite
Griffin ICo., but who were unable to
LADY ATTENDANT
were three tables of bridge and the f
Prescription.
handle them this year.
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
prizes -went to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Mrs. Albert 'Hart and nephew Rob
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Witham, Roland Racklifl'e and Mrs. |
ert Hamilton of California were
No other Remedy in the world—just like
Florence McConchie.
it.
No drugs or alcohol—just pure
guests Thursday at Flora Peabody's.
penetrating oils and curative gums.
The High School boys have been
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember triat you ■
Best for Croup, Coughs. Chills, Colic—all
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with .
working hard getting their baseball
inflammation. Sold everywhere.
ROCKLAND, ME.
the home news, at the Old South News Agsne" .
diamond ready for the season’s game.
Washington St., next Old South Church.
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S.; St. Louis. Mo.

Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder.
Noted author and lecturer.
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

c

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

THE MIRACLE MEDICINE”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

BURPEE’S

Daily Service
(Except Sunday)

to BOSTON
t earners
£
a

CAMOKN” and “BELFAST

99

Whether it’s a business or pleasure journey,
there’s only one comfortable way to jnake
the trip to Boston. Enjoy the luxury of spa
cious and well-ventilated staterooms . . . dine
leisurely and well, and get a restful night s
sleep.

Steamer Sails 8 P. M.
Standard Time, Daily Except Sunday
for Boston. Connections at Boston with direct steamer
to NEW YORK. Steamer Westport leaves Rockland
5.00 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday Tor Bar Har
bor and Intermediate landings, and sails 7.30 A. M. Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday for Brooklin and inter
mediate landings.

Special

low

rates

for automobiles
passengers

accompanied

by

Year-Round Freight Service

For Reservations, apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
steamship lines
Christmas card. Fields of snow,
gabled cottages with lamps burning
within, toy-like church spires, and
frost-mantled woods suggest the
color and feeling of the picture.
Chateau d’Oex is just a village. Here
there is a complete absence of winter
winds, and the cold is so dry that you
never'shiver when you sit'outdoors.
Every evening the skating rink is
watered so that the ice next day is
flawless. English-speaking visitors
have been coming to Chateau d'Oex
for fifty years because they appre
ciate its quaintness and enjoy the
winter sports.

!
j
|
i
,
'

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Rteamer leaves 8wan'i Island at 6.16

A. )L«

Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25. Vtanlhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland abeot
h

30.

Return—Leavee Rockland at l.M P.
".40^
about,.-------6.00 P. M.
132-tf
*

UNIVERSAL INSURANCE CO.
Newark. Naw Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1829
Stocks and Bonds .......... ............. 84,1(5,152
Cash In Office arid Bank .............. 333,4(7
Agents' Balances ........................... 812,443
All other Assets.................. :...... ..
38,955

WALDOBORO

91
(3

11
5T

Gross Assets -------------------------- $5,289.»6( (9

Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen Deduct Items not admitted_____
15(1,724 22
of Attleboro, Mass., are guests of
Admitted .—---------- --------------- 15.139,235 80
Mrs. Riley's father, Stephen A. Jones.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1929
Mrs. S. H. Weston and Miss Eliza
Net Unpaid Losses ......... _______ 1815.394 IS
beth Weston have been recent Port Unearned Premiums ..... .... ......... 1,783,7(7 (2
land visitors.
All other Liabilities ____ ______
209,520 M
Five tables were in play at the en Cash Capital ...i............................ 1,250,(00 00
Surplus over all liabilities . ........ 1,080,812 93
joyable party given in Odd Fellows
hall Monday evening. These parties Total Liabilities and Surplus..... 85,139,235 80
E. U. .MORAN 4c CO,
given by the Odd Fellows for their
Agents
friends are anticipated with pleasure.
425 Alain fit.
47-8-53
The local fire department has been
busy responding to calls for aid in
Work Done Anywhere
severe grass fires. It was called to
Bremen Monday afternoon only to ■
Prompt Service
be called by a summons from North
Waldoborq.
Water pipes* Repaired and Relaid.
Miss Carrie Stahl of Portland is
Inside and Out. Digging inducted.
visiting her parents Capt. and Mrs.
Pipe* Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
A. F. Stahl.
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Rev. Alexander Stewart of Bethel
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
is the new pastor, assigned to the
Rocked
Shallow Cellars Dug
local Methodist Church at the recent
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
conference in Gardiner.
Wall* Repaired.
H. H. Kuhn has been passing a few
days in Portland where his wife is
S. E. Eaton
a patient at St. Barnabas Hospital.
An interesting item found in an
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
old Boston paper by Mrs. W. H.
448 tf
Crowell concerns the celebration in
Waldoboro of the first Thanksgiving
service held in America, Thirteen
years before the Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth the Popham Colony held
services at Monhegan Island. The
date was Aug. 9, 1607, and the serv
ices were held by command of Sir
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
George Popham and conducted by
Rev. Richard Seymour.
Degrees were conferred on eight
candidates at the (Monday evening
Everything priced ona-half usual
meeting of Meenanga Grange, work
price. That the public appreci
being done by the ladies' degree team
ates our values is proved by the
with County Deputy Lydia B. Morse j steadily, increasing number of
of Maple Grange as worthy master.
satisfied customers who recom
Supper with one of John M. Rich- ! mend us to their friends. Don’t
ards’ famous oyster stews as the prin
let lack of ready cash keep you
cipal dish was served at the close
from inspecting our large stock.
of the work. During the lecturer’s
Come in—look around. A com
hour a pleasing program was given.
plete line of Household Furniture,
Horace Kemp’s piano selections re
Stoves, Desks, Safes and Musical
ceived enthusiastic encore; Mrs. Rena
Instruments.
Crowell was entertaining as the wom
an who spoiled her husband’s vote;
ROCKLAND
the Yankee Doodle Kitchen with fts"*
FURNITURE CO.
busy maids impersonated by Mrs.
.Formerly occupied by Rockland
T. >P. Bailey, Mrs. 1W; H. Crowell and
the Misses Dorothy Lovejoy; Helen!
Produce Co.
illson Avo.
Rockland
Calderwood, Eva Jackson, Dorothy
Stevens and Gertrude Burnes was a
Telephone 427-R
distinct favorite. The three Easter32S-TU
tableaux "Mary and Martha,” “zAt
\l the
iiie i _____________ ———
Foot of the Cross" and
set! by )/DR. E. L. SCARLOTT ,
Morning” were beautifully posed
Rockland
Misses Esther Calderwood, Marion 35 Limerock St.
Welt and Frances Jordan. Thera^ 'J Osteopathic Physician
were 68 members and guests present.

Used Furniture

Sold

Spring Clearance Sale

F

By Appointment—Tel. 1st
Graduate of American School ot
\ q
Osteopathy

...

ROCKVILLE

4

Thomas Healey and Mrs. Charles'
Ames of Concord, N. IL, and Mrs.
“
John Newman ot Rockland were DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
guests of Mrs. Helen Ames of Roche’’ /t !
ville Thursday. Mrs. Ames is having
Osteopathic Physician
repair work done on the outside of
...
her house.
[
MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Work has commenced on our new* *" T.i,_h„
State road. The officers and crew are
Roeldeneo SM-M

here and working in full force.
ETHVADIt IF
i* ax
Brainerd Thurston has a part fit" *9A. LaUUJLjJ t
the 3-act comedy given by the junior4— — Attorney Ot I
class of Rockport High School Ift <L (rdrmerty Ju«ie of ProbatO)
Town hall May 9.
<f-A
nvowt
Mrs. Thayer who has been house-ci^661*1 A“8“tl0" U ^*<0 Matt**
keeper for Sylvester Barrows for sev- L
Reel Estate Titles
eral years Is In ill health atid Is afrl¥°rn*r
,n^ Tlllaon Av*, '
the home of Maud Bradley where she j —Is being cared for.
Ernest Perry has been In Lewiston .
BUXTON’S 8PECIFIC
this week having interior work donej
Is proving Its worth. While sllmlostliia
on jiis house.
your
Bradford Butler of the Meadows
was dinner guest Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Sherer.
It puriflea and enriches the blood and
puts the Rtomach and nerves In the best
of condition. Let us send you a booklet.
BELFAST LOSES HUNDRED
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Oo.»
Abbot Village, Maine, for eale at all
According to the census report for
leading drug stores.
1930, Belfast has a population of 4.983. j
Just 190 less than in 1929. This is ,
largely due to many families moving-.-^.
_ ___ _ _

RHEUMATISM

41

of town (liii'iac 'll" rlo.-iuo down

[■’HIPUFJ2TFR
I1 V"StX

of the local factory, and while some j
of these families have returned others i
have remained permanently awdy.
i

Rawley’s Hosiery Shop Is now lo
cated at 120 Limerock street, corfieT
Broad street. Tel. 438-R.—adv.

Dll (

S

SffutrasMboiw, M*i«d with Blue

Taker----„
sl!#S®n9
Su9(tND
ABllANn

yan knom u BM. SUM. AhnyvkUtoU*

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYMQI
: r i :• i Vv'

Every-Other-Day
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“UNDER
TA

THE

SPREADIN
CHESTNUT

TREE-”
“Under the spreading chestnut tree, the village smithy stands—”
And not so many years ago, the “Village Smithy” stood as the
chief, and almost sole, local industry. The activities of this roman
tic figure have been expanded, until today we have a complex,

many-sided industrial world—specialized and diversified; offering
greater employment, housed in modern quarters and operating
modern machinery.
■0
But the picture of the “Village Smithy” still remains the symbol
of local industry.

the community in which it desires to locate. The present era is
showing a great migration of industry, with the trend toward the
smaller industrial centers.
❖

What, then, should we do to attract and hold more industries?
To attract industry we must possess its fundamental requirements.

First, as a community, we must prove attractive to Industry by
being a good place in which to live—by improving our rating as

to general living conditions.

Industry seeks the towns where present living conditions result in

Industry is essential to our community growth and development.

better production. The possibility of home ownership is impor

It furnishes employment, it brings additional money, it adds greatly

tant because it makes for permanent employees. Modern school

to taxable property, it attracts additional attention to us as a com

facilities for the children and wholesome recreation and amuse

munity. Industry is a powerful, constructive influence.

ment, largely publicly provided, are attractive to industry. And

Our town needs the right kind of Industry and Industry needs us
as the right kind of town.

also of utmost importance is the care exercised in Public Health—

It should be the desire of everyone to promote the growth of in

Improved transportation and wide-spread electric power have fit

dustry in this community. Not only should we strive to secure both

ted many places for industrial growth. Fortunate is the town that

large and small industries for our town, but we should make our

can offer industry lower production costs, improved shipping fa

a guarantee of health to all right-living employees.

present industries feel we welcome them. The smallest industry is

cilities, nearness to markets and raw materials, low land costs and

of importance for, like the larger industrial unit, it too, employs

reduced taxes.

labor, diversifies our industrial activity and possesses the possi
This Community must share in the industrial expansion. Let us

bility of growth.

“put our house in order” so that we may create a greater indus

But to attract and hold industry we must be deserving!

Sixty per cent of all industry can go where it pleases! It selects

<■

.-'4

trial development Let us strive to enjoy the fruits of increased

■

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE
, >

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

employment, increased

population and

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

HOTEL ROCKLAND

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

McDOUCALL-LADD CO.

AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.
4

Agents tor The Texaco Co.

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

C Willed
ALFRED P. CONDON

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

TEL. 966

TEL. 727

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

G. A. LAWRENCE

CRIE

W. H. GLENDENNING

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

CO.

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C. M. BLAKE

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE

FINE CONFECTIONERY
CARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS
8HOVELS, RAKES, HOES
fN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

Central Maine Power Company

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE
444 MAIN ST.

73 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LOBSTERS

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

THE FLINT BAKERY

Authorised Dealdrt in

,

’

prosperity.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

741 MAIN STREET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

increased

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

ROCKLAND

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
tyfarren, ( Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union, Camden

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND. MAINE

NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

V ’•

T--------------------------------------------

J

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

til.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

FIREPROOF GARAGE
THURSTON OIL CO.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT

Why Minnie Didn’t
Leave Town

How Nature Appealed
to Fashion Designer

Probate Notices

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

ESTATE OF EVFl.YN L. SMITH late of
Advertisements In this column not to exceed’
FDR (SAbK -Few jars of home maik* sweet
STATE OF MAINE
Vinalhaven first and final account filed for three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times pickles
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dutch of Bel- !
friees reasonable.
MRS, A. J.
Dr. Ebon Alilcn and family arc
To all pci sons interested ill either of the i owaiicc by Lucy W. Smith Look Exx.
tor
50
cents.
Additional
lines
5
cents
each"
•^
i0(>dy j .jj raid County road. Tel. bl-5 .1.
fast
were
recent
visitors
at
the
home
!
expected to arrive home Wednesday
“I never saw anything like it! It states hereinafter named :
ESTATE GF MARY I.. DANFORTH late of for one time. 10 ceuts for three times. Six
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
'ltoekiaiul.
ir
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
P.
Jackson.
from Fruitland Park. Fla., after pass
was wonderful! Such color! I md toi the County of Kno\. on the 15th day T omaston. first and final account filed for words make a line.
By FRANK H. WILLIAMS
FOR SALE- 192« Sedan, good tires and
Miss Marian Weidman arrived
ing the winter ther
seemed to stand on n wall of taupe, »f April in the year of our Lord one thousand all iwance by Grace A. Flood Exx.
paint, engine just overhauled. Price $125
OE
HENDERSON
Ml
for
Min
ESTATE OF IMAl'RK E H CHADWK K of
James A. Creighton, son of Charles home Tuesday from an extended 1
fading away to a dint olive ecru line hundred and thirty and b\ adjournineiil
cash.
io KNOX ST. ’lei. HO Thomaston.
Lost and Fourd
rom day to day from the 15tli day of said Friendship, second and filial account filed for
nie, along with all the rest of
I.___________________________________ 53 *lt
A. Creighton of this town, was se- I motor trip which she enjoyed in com- i
in the distance, while on m.v left Vpril
allowance
by
Jennie
F.
Chadwick
Simmons
the
following
matters
having
been
prethe boys, with a squashy thu4 was a cathedral of golden alrdale, ented for the action thereupon hereinafter Guardian.
K .1 All Hn Kanklll SI . Liberty li.mil
verely cut and bruised in an auto- jpany with Mrs. David Talbot of Hock- j
F« R HALE-—Two two-family houses with
coupons. Inuuiic of BVKRKTT II. BK.VWit
mobile accident recently. He was on land and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot j which indicated a heart completely
touched with aloma, antique, ami ndieated it is hereby Ordered:
garages, bath, furnaces, Masonic St., fine
ESTATE OF ELIZXBITH G. PARKER late 1 Blake s bane.________________________
location
Must Ik* sold at once. At very low
of
Quincy.
Illinois
deceased.
Exemplified
copv
---------------ashes of roses with just a sugges
his way to his place of business when
Portland. Their travels took them ' flattened like unto tlie well known
That notice thereof be given to all persons
the Will and probate thereof together with ,
b! fST Boston terrier, exra large dark price V. F. STl’PbEY. ‘-'.'Park St. Tel. '0*10.
tion of bnmboo and beaver. And nterested. by causing a copy of this order of
an automobile driven at a high rate of a8 far south »as Kentucky, passing , and justly famous pancake.
5::-tf
a
Petition
tor
Probate
of
Foreign
Will
asking
i
brindle.
white
breast,
white
strip
on
head
i be published three weeks sucee<sive!y in
Joe mooned around over his work
in the distance walls upon walls of
speed coming from a side street col through 16 different States.
The j
white feet. Finder notify .IAMBS T
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published that tl.e copy of said will may be allowed four
FOR SALE Or to let seven loom house,
CAT! s. 375 Pleasant St. Tel. G79-W. 53-55
blonde, brick-dust, heather and bru rhe
!
‘
i
fill
recorded
iiifthe
Probate
Court
of
lided with his car and badly dam weather was ideal and the trip one in the office of the Acme Manufac
it Koeklaud Ti» said County that they may
uppei Holmes St . several acres land and out
turing company and hied the right
LOST Lady's alligator pocketbook, con buildings. Adjoins Air port. II 'H. STOVER.
nette reflected the dying sun in n ippear at a Probate 'Court to be held at said Knox . unty and that Letters Testamentary
aged it.
long to be remembered.
taining kiys. papers and money, on road to Ill Li me rock St. Tel. 1201.
papers and documents in the wrong
toekland. on the 20th day of May A I). l’.GO be Issued to Frances I. Lubbe and State Sav
thousand
tints
of
nutria,
gamboge,
_____ 53-55
Mr. ar.d Mrs Frank Lunt and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey re- j
Reward.
it nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard ings Loan A Trust Company both of Quiuc?. Crescent Beach Friday evening.
honeydew and horse-chestnut!
Oscar Williams spent Wednesday turned Wednesday from a motor trip places and the wrong papers and
P.linois, without bond.
KKTHI R'NE STl’DbEV. 5 North St., City.
DAHblAS State 1 ispected and guaranteed;
thereon
if
they
see
cause.
documents in the right places, nnd
51 •33 ‘o mixed. $1 : 15 all d Terent not labelled. $1 :
“And always tlie colors seemed
ESTATE OF EbIZABITH M MAGEE late
evening at Pleasant Point. Cushing. to Boston.
MIL! S B DAVIS late of Rockland, de- of St Paul 'linnesota. deceased. Exempiifii'd
otherwise gummed u,. the works of
15 each different and Ir.heled. $1.25 . sent poshto change and blend. Kit fox faded •ea«ed.
Mrs. Minnie Hadley, housekeeper
"ill and Petition for Probate thereof copy of till' Will and Probate ot Foielgit Will
Everett F. Libby left by motor this ! the plant.
paid in first three zone' Many other attrac
to wild honey nnd died awny into sking that said will may be proved and with a ITtitiifii for Piobate of Foreign (Will
for Leonard Stetaon, has returned
tive
collections,. ISend f ir price list
MRS.
Wanted
morning for Hartford. Conn., and
Tlie general manager of tlie Acme
Vandyke; Spanish gold blushed and illowed and that Utters Testamentary be asking that the copy of said will may he
from a vacation spent in Rockland.
A 1 PFRRV, AVillow Brook Dahlia Garden*.
to (Pearl S Hall of Rockland, she living allowed, tiled and recorded in the Probate WANTED Wiman to do general housework If, I C. Me.
New York. Before returning he will company finally li,ad it out with Joe
became tangerine, the sun kissed -si.vd
Clifford Phinney, who formerly
lie Exi. named in said will without bond.
Court of Kr.ox County and that Letters Testa , ine'uding washing for family of two living
visit his father. Frank P. Libby at
in the inner sanctum of the mana
It and it became sherry deepening
FOR SALE ILiv and loam, price realived here as a member of the family
"ARIETTA STONE late of North Haven nientary b ■ issued to iCharles iP. Hall of Red jn j|u. country. Modern home with all imStaten Island. X. Y.
gerial
office.
into
jockey
;
glowing
monkey
skin
I plovenifllj's: 7 roon/house. In.-ate,I 3 mill- i »"uabje;> K. W. FLETCHEK. Valley Vieu SI.
Wing. Minnesota without bond.
leeeased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereof
of Mr. and Mj»s. Thomas Phinney, is
“See here, Joe,” said the mana
_______________
The Junior Class. R.H.S., are busy
became morning glory, became 'king that said will n.iv lie proved and alWitness. MELZKR T. CRAWFORD. Esquire from Monmouth. IMaine. Good permanent '
a guest of Bowdoin Lermond.
home and fair wage to one who U capable
and that Letters Testamentary be issued Judge of Probate Court for Knox County
FOR SALE Woman's hlcvcle in good con
ger, “you're a pretty good fellow,
straw, became nut, became oyster, nwed
Such a large number of children with rehearsals for the three-act
ud
would
be
contented
to
live
in
country.
H
E.
Rusaell
Davis
of
Lincoln.
Massachudition.
inquire
at MRS ROSE MARSHALLS.
Maine.
lb
kland.
and you were doing well until you
became pigeon, became popcorn etts. he being the Ext. named in said will
Give address for personal interview, wages I South Warren. Me.____________________ 52*34
appeared to claim the anniversary comedy "What. Anne Brought Home."
Attest :
went balmy over this girl. Now
i
required and particulars as to cooking, etc. j
to
be
presented
at
Town
hall
May
9.
|
vith
Inind.
and
sweetpea,
only
to
blend
into
a
t
HARbES
b.
VF.AZIE.
Register.
,-Scameras which the Kodak Company
FOR SALE - A full set of Adjutant Ccneral’s
I in first letter. IMRS, SCOTT, ttcottawold. I
you aren’t worth the overhead in
LEWIS L ' ROCKETT late ot North Haven.
riot of brown sugar and verdigris.
accorded to be distributed by the The proceeds will be added to th»; i volved in dusting you up and put
* Winthrop. Maine.______________ 33-It ' Reports of Civil "ar, a V. S. Separator and
le« eased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof
several lbs. of hen dressing. MRS. BERTHA
fund
being
raised
to
defray
their
|
Flesh
cliffs
changed
to
nude
and
Brackett drug store that Mr. Brackett
isking that said w l’ -may be prove*! and
Middle aged Protestant woman A BRYANT. I’nion, Me,_______________ 32*34
ting you in the aslican. For the
Notice of Appointments I to WANTED
softened to French nude.
• Uowed and tiiat Letters Testamentary be
care for elderly lady. Must be kind, neat,
has decided to offer his stock of 24 exi>enses to Washington. D. C., next i sake of double-x, dyed-in-the-wool,
FOR SALE All kinds second hand furni
“
I
tell
you
it
was
wonderful.
If
ssued
to
John
B
Croc!
ett
of
N»
rth
Haven,
he
and
dependable.
No heavy work. X. Y.. care
Kodak comeras at coat and to that year. 1 his is a side-splitting play and
100 per cent efficiency why don’t
I. CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register of Pro ; ( ourier-Gazette.
52-54 ture: tire 33xt5.75, heavy duty; 5-draw chif
I don't get a new shade of silk being the E\r. named in said will without
extent help the disapi>ointed ones.
no one will want to miss seein;
fonier: lHW»k stand, writing desk attached, pic
bond.
you marry the girl?”
bate for t!:v County of Knox, in the State of
WANTED -Girl or middle aged woman for j ture John Quince Adams. Buv junk, pay
hose out of it I miss my guess!”—
Mrs. Maude Demuth is leaving to A dance will follow.
ABI Y H. STUAWFRHIGE late of Camden, Maine, lieieby certify that in the following general house work. O.
COOK. Friendship cash. HARRY BENOVITCH, 12 Rankin St.
“Marry the girl?" queried Joe.
Kansas City Times.
Ruth Hughey and Calvin Hughey “Good-night!
leeeaaed. Will ami Petition for Probate there
day. Saturday, for Cambridge, Mass.,
Tel.
Waldoboro 12S 2._________________ 52^54 | ______________________________________ 32*34
Not a chance—she
f asking that said will may be proved and » dates til- i ersons were appointed Adminis
to visit relatives for a month. Mr. are spending a few days at St. George can pick and choose who she wants.
WANTED
Man
and
wife
at once, on farm, 1
FOR SALE 2-horse drop axle spring wagon
illowed and that Letters Testamentary lie trators #i Executors and on the dates here
Permanent position, goiwl home. Tel 277-W with covered body. 2 horse army wheel wagon
and Mrs. 1). Lancaster of Cushing, as guests of their grandparents. Rev. She'll end up by marrying some mil
"lied ti .lames Nowell, of Winchester. Ma-sa inafter Indicated:
7
to
10
a
ni.
or
write
JE
O.
BOX
413,
Rockland
ami mowing machine, first class condition.
Skimpy Apparel Not
■liusetts. he being the E\r. named In said will
who have been visiting in Stockton and Mrs. A. A. Walsh.
lionaire—that’s what she'll do.”
_____________________________ 52*54 I Priced low for quick sale. <>. C. (DOK.
DAVIS T CONLEY late of Isle an Haut,
vithout bond.
passed Friday night here and Mrs.
.Mrs. Nellie Grotton has returned
52*51
“She must be a pippin
deceased. April 1. Pj::i». Raymond L. Conley
WANTED 2" experienced men to cut and ! Friendship. Tel. Waldoboro 128-2.
Popular
in
Hungary
MARY
B
MCKBY
I
fi
•
Th<
maiton
-I,
Demuth accompanied them to their to Waldoboro after passing a week
peel pulpwood
Operations at Lincolnville
“You articulated something!” Joe
FOR SALE Reo Truck Chassis. 1'2 toil,
ease 1. Will and IPctltlon for Probate thereof o. Camden, was appointed Exr, without boml.
There is one section of Europe i-king
home.
Beach
to
start
May
15.
File
applications
at
AMPR
ISE
D
SIMMONS
late
of
St
George
onlv
driven
15,000
miles
and
never
over
15
with her daughter, Mrs. Carleton replied soulfully.
that laid will may bo proved and
mi cs 1he hour, "ill sell cheap. P.CRPEE
where tlie short skirt lias not pene illowetl and that Letters Testamentary be deceased Mai h 25, l''2o. Rodnej A Simmons office of Chamber of Commerce, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. John SmeJtzer are to Porter.
“Well,” said the manager hesi
51
•53
•
S'
Gt
gt
waa
appointed
Admr
.md
quali

FI
RNIT1
RE
CO.
52-54
to Frank B. Miller of Rockland, lie being
trated, where the petticoat billows ssued
occupy Mrs Maude Demuth's house
fied by filing bond on AprU 1. 1930.
Mrs. E. O. Patterson is- ill at her tantly, “try to brace up, Joe. And
E\r. named in said will without l»nnd.
WANTED—Automobile general >r and startFOR •SALE Oliver sulky plow.
Has
and sways In unchallenged su beSARAH
for a month.
I—I'll see what I can do about it.”
GEOID.’’. C. HAWES late of I’nion. de cr work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Ploughed less than 1" aires. HERBERT L.
home on Amesbury Hill.
*A DANIELS late of Culon. de
premacy.
In
the
rural
districts
of
The Howland children who have
ceased.
F> biliary IS. p»:;n. Lizzie R Hawes of
eased. Will and Petitltiou for Prob ite then Armatures turned and undercut for uarases TIBBETTS. IL D. 3. Waldoboro, Me.
The
next
day
when
Joe
was
hang

7 2*54
Mrs. Minolta Paul has so far re
Hungary girls and women wear >f asking that Said will may be proved and I’nion was appointed Adnix. and qualified by at reasonable rates. (nniidote automotive
been hoarding^ with Mrsu iDemuth
ing around in front of the VelFOR SALE 24 ft. power boat. 7 ft. beam.
electrical service. HOVSE-SHERlSIAN
from eiglit to a dozen daintily em illowed and that Letters Testamentary be filing bond on April 8. 1930.
will Join the family of A. Dawson covered from her recent illness as to vettex Candy factory, where Minnie
'sued to Gardner F Daniels of .I’nion, he
:____
52-51 22 h p Ford MHiiiie engine and I tubs new
AX M ioehaston l tic of Washing Xexl Io fold Agency.
be able to sit up a part of each day.
trawl.
( HABLES F. HENDERSON, Thom
broidered
petticoats,
nil
in
different
Brewer on Dunn street for a month.
was employed as steuoographer,
•eing the Exr. named in said wi l without ton. deceased. April H. I!t3t», Edwin G Miller
W.WTKIV—Young woman with child, school aston. Me.
52*54
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dodge of
colors, making tlie wearers appear >ond.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton and Miss
, f Waldoboro was apindutad Admr and qualt- age. desires work. Willing to do any kiud of
and
tipping
his
hat
very
respectfully
FOR SALE- Square piano. Just what you
like Dresden dolls come to life.
•U LIA E CRAY late of Rockland, deceased. fic I bv filing bond on the same date.
Phyllis Belaseo were on the pro Philadelphia are in town for a short to Minnie and hoping a miracle
work as long as child lias good home. Can
want
for
your
summer
cottage.
Must
he
sold
CAROLINE M. ( RAWFORD h.te of Camden, drive any make car. LOCK BOX 125. South at once. KELLEY B. CBIE.
Hungarian girls still use woolen V||l and ’Petition for Probate thereof asking
gram of the Harmony Club of Rock time looking after their summer home would happen and that she’d ride
51-53
bat said will may be proved and allowed and dt a'od. Apri' 15. 1930. .Walter H. Butler of Thomaston.
51-53
at
Beauchamp
Point.
They
have
re

stockings
nnd
recently,
when
a
lo

land Wedne-day evening at the home
home with him in his flivver, the
hat Letters Testamentary he issue I to Myra Rockland was appointed Exr. and qualified
FOR SALE Five passenger Studebaker Spe
"ANTED—’Hereford*. Holstein*.• Durham''.
cal coquette ignored village gossip !,. " aft* i f Rot kla»"l she beiti” the Exx. by filiug bom! on the same date
Of Mrs. Faith Berry. Miss Eloise cently had erected on their property manager of the Acme Manufactur
Ayrshire calves, from 2 days to 8 weeks old. cial 6: 18,non mileage. $.; .u " ILLIS SNOW,
a
very
attractive
bungalow
which
'
lamed
in
said
will
without
bond.
to
the
point
of
wearing
silk
hose,
R.
F. D, Rocklaml. Me. Tel. 336-W,
31*3:;
FI RFN E ELM HASKELL late of Thom-I Highest cash price.
Dunn was a guest.
ing company drew up to the curb
C. E. SMITH. Tel. I
they will occupy when in town be- |
FRl’D I TABER late of Roel.land. deceased. aston. di ceased. Apt II 15. 1930. Marlon Mar
• ♦ * ♦
she was held up to public oppro
12-19 Washington. Me.
50*5H
FOR SALE- The Snow homestead. 20 Pacific
Dear Joe in his big car.
ill and Petition f ir Probate thereof askinr ! shall Haski !l of Thomaston was appointed
brium. Petticoats and all dresses 'bat
Tel | St.. Southend. Rockland. Hot water heat,
Yacht Zaida built by
A. Morse tween seasons.
BROAD
What an impressive appearance
WANTED- Girl at
said will niav b«? proved and allowed and
without bond.
two flush closets, bathroom, hot ami cold
Mrs. Addie Lassell of Lincolnville ‘ the manager made—big, tiue-look49-tf water.
are heirlooms as a rule, and are ' it Letters Testamentary be Issued to State Exr.
669-M.
& Son is in frame at the yard of the
Connected with city sewer. BarnADELI
NE
S
OAKES
late
of
(New
York
,
and Mrs. Charles Tilden of Camden ing. prosperous, and with a naughty
handed down from mother to Street Trust Fompanv of Boston. It t»eing the i City, deceasc l, April 15, 11)30, Guaranty , WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOD- garage. Slate ioof. Lot 213 by 110 feet
same company.
Exr. named in said will with bond.
sjvent
Friday
as
guests
of
Mrs.
O.
P.
Price
$5000.00
"TLHS SNOW. Sec Free
•f
New
York
was
appointed*
ERN
I
’
ANTS
CO.
________
49-.».»
daughter
through
generations.
Mar

Trust
CumpMi
The warm weather has increased
little gleam in his eyes.
OF JAMES E M (ORRISON late Admr. withon bond. Gilford B Butler of
tf
Jackson.
WANTED By Y. D. Poultry Co., live poul man Young.
riage trousseaus are objects of ven •f ESTATE
tlie catch of ale wives.
“
Introduce
me,
”
urged
the
man

I’nion. deceased. Will and Pc'.itlon foi Soutli Thomaston
as appointed Agent in try of all kinds. Warren Saturdays to Monday.
for SALE Five room house hi Thomas
Mrs. Charles Ames of Concord, X. ,
eration bordering on ancestor wor '’rebate of "Til and for Administration with Maine.
William Smith is making repairs
ager,
as
Minnie
came
smiling
Highest
prices
and
prompt
attention.
MAYi
:on.
barn,
acre
of
hml.
$9on.
(
an
be
paid
ship.
he will annexed askinz that the said wil! ni i>
upon his house and ether buildings IL. is 'the guest of her sister, Mrs. I toward them.
49-5.3 ( as rent. V F STt’DLEY. 69 Park St.. RockADELAIDE
*S.\oW late of Rockland, NARD CREAMER Call 7-43.
proved and allowed and that Administra- deceased Ai 1 15. pc’.A. Stanley A Snow
Edwin Storms. Mr. and Mrs. Ames I
The clothing, together with em
51-tf
on Main street
"ANTED To loan money on auto, house land. Tel. 1080.
And
introduce
him
Joe
did.
ion with the Will annexed may i>e granted » ■ of Rockland was appointed Admr. without
have
Just
returned
from
a
delightful
.
broidered
linen
and
plates,
go
to
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
FDR SALE An old Maine tavern, sub
Herbert L. Grlnne’l of 1’nlcn or some othe: bond.
Mis«s Janette Leighton will leave
Here was a pretty kettle of fish,
cent
per
month
on
unpaid
balances.
KNOX
winter
’
s
sojourn
in
California.
stautial
building,
about
18
rooms,
full)
form
the
dowries
of
marriageable
•ultable
person
with
bond.
Sunday for Springfield. Mass, to re
a fine jar of pickles and a heck of
MAI RICE " MORTON laic of Thomaston FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. PostoffV’
equipped. Highway No. 1, between Belfast
Postmaster L. True Spear was the
daughters.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM II DAY Jr . late ibcvased. A| 1 U». l.»304 Rose D ’Morton of
sume teaching.
52-tf
a situation, to put it mildly.
and
Bangor.
Do
not
reply
unless
Interested
•f Dubuque. Iowa, deceased. Kxempliflehl coin j Thomaston w - appointed Exx. without bond I
Write X Y Z. care this ofthe
51*53
Mr. and Mrs H. W. Gleazon and speaker guest at the meeting of the What chance in the world was there
if the Will and probate thereof tozether with ,
MATILDA J KTRATTON late of Vlnal
i Petition for Probate of Foreign (Will askim
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Tenney who Camden-Rockport Lions Club Wed left for Joe now? He could see
FDR SALE "all tent 9x12 with poles and
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
haven,
deceased.
April
15.
1930.
Daisy
*M.
I
Recall
Days
of
Drake
hat the copy of said will may be alloweil.
pegs completo.
Hrioe rcasona’j e.
E. J.
have been at the Knox Hotel for the nesday evening. Mr. Spear being just exactly what was going to
and recorded in the JProbate Court of Smith of Vinalhaven was appointed Adnix.
DAVIS, 38 Summer St , Rockland. Tel 818.
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TO LET Furnished rooms at 30 High St. .
recorded in the Probate Court of Kno\ i ounty
HILL
DANE.
Tel
427-R.
______________
43-tf
be
efficient
at
all
costs.
1928
Chevrolet
Roadster
and Marshall Bradford.
1'SFD
CARS
BDH.HT AND SOLD. .»I 108
ren. Her four children are all living:
and that Letters of Administration witli the
Colonial Beditead,
(Copyright.)
F. J* KNIGHT.
53 tf
♦ ♦ • ♦
TO LET Upstairs apartment at 12 Ccdai Park St
Will Annexed tic issued to Annie Enury of
Lizzie M. Robinson of Warren. Fred j
1927 Essex Sedan
St MRS J. A. JAMESON, 40 North Main St.
The turn-up bedstead was popu Lynn, Mass, with bond
RARE HOTEL BUY $2000 ('en'er of vil
Mrs. Willard Welt
Eugene Welt of Auburn. ,1. Edith
Tel.
436-R,
____________________________
40-tf
lage. state road, no competition, 15 rooms,
“Beat” Covers 500,000 Miles
ESTATE OF GRACE P ARMSTRONG late
lar iu New Eugiand. “This.” writes
1927 Dodge Sedan
Susan Elizabeth Welt. 87, who died Wylie of Warren and Blanche M. Wil- i
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adminis
TO LET A|iaitmenl. 4 rooms In fine con long dining room, furnace heat : good condi
Throe United States predatory Alice Morse Earle, “was a strong of
tration asking that William H. Armstrong of
dition. $5 per week : garage. $3 per month. tion. piazza: long shed; barn for 15 «ara.
April 29, was born in Waldoboro, son of Thomaston who tenderly i animal hunters in Alaska liave n
frame filled witli a network of Rockland or some other suitable person be 1928 Whippet Coach
< orncr -lot. Ideally liK-atcd. sec photos. I D.
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC 8T. Tel. 436-M.
daughter of Charles and Clarissa eared for her in her illness. She also “beat” to cover aggregating 500,000
It
rope, which was fastened at tlie appointed Admr. without bond.
52-tf j PEASE. Mope. 'M.
leaves
live
grandchildren,
Mrs.
Itutli
Mank. and was one of a large family
1928 Essex Coupe
LD.IITNING Is nothing to he fooled with.
bed head by hinges to tlie wall. By
ELLA MARGARET D AGOSTINO uf Rock
square miles.
TD LET Store in Park Theatre Bldg
Brackett
of
Thomaston.
Clarence
I
rer-iding in that town until she was
land. Petition tor Change of Nani ' asking that
Fine location, excellent windows—light and Are you .'>ire your radio antenna Is properly
night tlie foot of the bed rested on her
name'be changed to Ella Margaret Kah*:.
1927 Chrysler Roadster
tnanled to Willard Welt. April 4. Robinson of Pennsgrove, X. J . botli
warm. Available for any tbiug except n protected by an nppiovcd appliam*c. Call 721
two heavy legs. By day tlie frame,
Stalwart Performers
restaurant. MIKE ARMATA or The Men’s and out Service (Man will look your Installa
of
whom
lived
with
her
as
her
own
ESTATE
OF
M
AGNES
TAYLOR
late
of
J864. The early part of her married
with
its
bed
furnishings,
was
Shop, iFsnk -St.
52-tf tion over nnd tell you the.cost of proper pro
Appleton, first and final account filed for
1924 Studebaker Touring
Some men are born great and
life was passed in the farmhouse be children. Ralph and Bryan Robinson :
tection. This estimate given without charge.
hooked up to tlie wall and covered allowance by Maynard M. Brown Admr.
TO LET—Apartment ic Bicknell block HOI SE SHERMAN. In«.. Electrical Speothers
get
so
they
can
nonchalant

of
Warren
and
Chester
Robinson
of
longing to Gen. Knox in Thomaston.
witli homespun curtains nnd floors.”
ESTATE OF Ll/i It S A TAYLOR late of
1926 Euick Coach
Apply to It. ,B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix clw lists.
r, 2-51
ly
carve
a
turkey
before
a
critical
South
Manchester,
Conn.,
and
eight
Later they moved to the western end
L.-b-tcr Co. Tel. 208.
52-tf
These beds were in the kitchen, the Appleton, first and lin.il account filed for
MONEY’ TD LOAN op 1st and 2nd mort
tableful.—Indianapolis Star.
of the town where Mr. Welt built tbe great-grandchildren.
place chosen because the room was allowance by Maynard .'I Brow n Admr.
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO , 16 School St.
Also Many Others
Tlie funeral services were held a I
ESTATE OF MARGARET E THOMAS now
house in which she spent the re
Opp. i>ostoffice.
52-tf
the warmest iu Hie house.
For Sale
AUSTEN of Ru'-klaml, first and final account
mainder of her life. She was a borne- her late residence Friday afternoon.
filed for allowance by Walter C. Fogg
Guardian.
loving, sacrificing, busy housewife The floral tributes were many and j
1000-1500 lbs
who kept occupied until the time of beautiful. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine of
ESTATE OF OS( AR H MARSHALL late of
Gilchrest
castle. Tel. 52 32 Damariscotta
St. George, first ami final account filed for
LADIES—Reliable stork of hair goods at the
the severe illnes which she suffered the Methodist Episcopal Church.
FDR SALE—80 A. faint, ideal for summer
allowance by Barbara C. Marsha 11 Admx.
Monumental Works
Tlie hearers
or year round. 25 a. tillage. 35 pasture. 20 Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
last August. Since that time she had Rockland, officiated.
solicited. H. (’. RHDDKS. Tel. 519-J.
52-tf
ESTATE
OF
CATHERINE
McLNTIRE
late
Main
Street
wood:
75
apple
trees;
good
8-rnt
house,
40
ft.
Will do Repairing, Relining and Re of Rockland, sixth account filed for allowance
been confined to the bed with short were Bryan Robinson. Ralph RobimRANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
luirn : high elevation;
mile off State road:
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAC.ES,
Thomaston, Maine
son. Winfield Rraekett. Alexander
modeling, Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing, by zYIau L. Bird Triedce.
periods of sitting up.
must
sell,
lienee
$1200,
terms.
For
exceptional
and estates . up-to-date property. 1n tbe gar
TEL. 692-M
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Interment was made in
ax 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.
buys in faints, tea rooms, roadside stands den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bav. Write
ESTATE OF •SOPHIA F. MATHEWS late of
|
Mrs. Welt’s greatest joy In life was Wil on.
Telephone Connection
arid hotels see me. J. D. PEASE, Hope, Me.
Warren, fii't ami final a count filed for allow
•is what you want, ORRIN J. Dl( h EY. Bel1-oE
' to have her family with her and in Thomaston cemetery. (Lewiston Sun
auvv by AaihiOtkl B ttastuiuu Adtur.
5i»*53 fust, Ale,
52 t£
please copy),

J

FOR SALE

Small Hardware Store

MILLER’S [GARAGE

Etta Blackinton

llntvi

years sllg li'yU fur thv days

MILLER’S GARAGE
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Every-Other-Day

Favorite Recipes
of a Famous Chef
as Told to Anne Baker
By LOUIS DIAT, Chef,
The Ritz Carlton, New York

In addition to personal notes reRardlnc I
|)r. and yirs. Eben Alden and Miss
departures and arrivals, ttais department espe- ,
Skinner coniir- from their winclally desires information of social happenings. uu<? J'wnnei tonuR„ iioni uk 1 w in
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or tor home at .Fruitland 'Park, I'la., are
telephone will be gladly received.
| expected to arrive at tlieir ThomTLLEPMONt ............ ...................... .............. 770 aston home Wednesday, stopping en

One of the most attractive of
Rockland's recent social affairs was
the Lea given by Mrs. Raynyund E.
llwraton Thursday at. her new home
on Broadway in honor o.f Mrs. Win.
Tudor Gardiner. Tlie attractive new
home, the profusion of vari-eolored
spring flowers in the decorations, the
exquisite table appointments and tbe
handsome gowns of the ladies pre
sented a colorful scene not soon to
be forgotten.
Mrs. Gardiner, Mrs.
Thurston and Mrs. A. V. Bird received, with Mrs. Waiter 6. Rounds
Mrs. Henry B. Bird and Mis. George
L. .St. Clair pouring. Mrs. A. C. Jones,
Mrs John Pomeroy, Mrs. Leo How
ard, Mrs. Ralph Hanscom, Mrs.
Oliver Hills, Mrs. Fred Unekin, 'Mrs.
L. N. Lawrence, Miss Caroline Lit
tlefield and Miss Charlotte Buffum
assisted in serving. Gov. Gardiner
was present for part of the afternoon.
Tlie tea was the first social affair
given in tlie new Thurston home, and
reflected in every respect tlie charm
and grace of the hostess.

route for a brief visit in New York
with friends.

Garland Class will meet with Mrs.
Martha Koster, 29 Broad street WedrestVy f<»r a business and social
evening.
t

Mrs. C. <>. Perry and Mrs. Zebedee
Simmons entertained the Outing
Club at luncheon Wednesday at Mrs.
Perry’s home, Masonic street.
| The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
: Society of the Pratt M. E. Church is
to meet Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Frank Flint, Franklin
street. Mrs. Kenderdine will act as
program leader, with Miss Minnie
Smith in charge of the devotional
exercises.

The bridge party given under the
auspices of Lady Knox Chapter
D.A.R. Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. .E. C. Moran, Jr.,
Chestnut street, had five tables, with
honors falling to Mrs. A. J. Murray,
Mrs. Charles 'Sheldon, Mrs. Donald
Mr. and Mrs. Horace E. Lamb Rave j Leach, Mrs. Lena Sargent and Mrs.
returned from •Brighton. Mass., where C. E. Gilley. Spring flowers were
they were guests for two weeks of ' used for decorations, with a dainty
Mrs. lamb’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. May basket filled with tiny and gayly
Merritt.
iced cakes for each table. Several
-----. members of the Chapter were present
Clara Barton Guild will meet Tues- ; Cor sewing.
day afternoon at 3.30 at the home of !
-----Mrs. E. W. Pike, 57 Talbot avenue. ! Mrs. Edward Prescott, Chestnut
Members are to take a box lunch and i 8*reet, entertained the T Club last
go prepared to sew. There are only j evening.
two more meetings for the season, I
-----with much work to be accomplished • T,ie annual open meeting of the
in that time.
1 Junior (Harmony Club takes place
Wednesday at 8 o’clock at Congre
Mrs. Roger Wolcott who has been gational vestry, when a program of
w.th her husband in Hartford, Conn., interest wi|l be presented ,by the
young members. The meeting will be
is expected home Monday.
public, a small admission fee being
The rniversalist Mission Circle charged to defray the expenses.

will meet Wednesday in the vestry
instead of at the home of Mrs. Harry
O. Gurdy. as shown in the program.
Mrs. Gurdy will be assisted in serv-» I
ing luncheon at 12.30 by Mrs. M. E. j
Wotton, Mrs. Grace Ayers Black and I
Mrs. George Welch. The usual < rder
of exercises will follow luncheon, and
Mrs. Welch will read the story
Clara Barton’s girlhood written by
herself. The mite boxes are to be
collected at this meeting, and all
members of the Circle are requested
to bring or send their boxes in.

-Miss Martha Wasgatt entertained
Wednesday evening at bridge with
-Miss Eleanore Reed as honor guest,
There were three tables in play, honors being won by Miss .Marion Norton
and Miss Margaret Snow.
The
booby prize proved to be numerous
articles comprising an utility shower
for Miss Reed. Buffet lunch was
served.

Air. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and
son George arc occupying tlieir re
cently purchased home at 84 Maditmn
Ha.rold Williams celebrated his fifth avenue, Freeport, Long Island, N. Y.
birthday Thursday afternoon at his
Mrs A. C. Mi Loon was hostess to
home on Trinity street, entertaining
eight little friends His guests were the Thursday Clul) yesterday at
luncheon and cards.
Mrs Frank Gustin and two children
Frances and Tony: Mrs. Percy Rey
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magunc of
nolds and daughter Maerice. Mildred
Worcester, were recent guests of Mr.
living. Edwin. Orren and Ethel
Mrs. Robert Magune, Birch
Hutchenson.
A beautiful birthday and
street.
cake adorned the center of the table
with five blazing candles. It was
Air. and Mrs. Alcft-n Perry (Helen
made by an aunt. Mrs. Henry HuchGregory) are expected home tom* renson. Mrs Williams was assisted
row or Monday front a week's visit
by Mrs. Reynolds.
Refreshments
with friends and relatives in East
were served. Hat old was the re-,
Aliiton and other Massachusetts
eipient of many pretty gifts. The points.
children had as favors May baskets
filled with nuts and candy.
Airs. Elton Merrifield and son Billy
-------

V

Miss Avis Blackington celebrated
her birthday Wednesday evening by
entertaining the Rudy Vallee Club I
and several other guests. A delightful
luncheon was served, the main at
traction being a handsomely decorat
ed birthday cake presented by Miss'
Blackipgton's aunt. Miss Etta Black
inton.
Avis received many gifts.’
among them being two dozen pink
tea roses, which came from away.
Tbe guests were Etta Blackinton,
Mrs. Myra Blackington. Carrie Dun
ean. Ellen T’ernald. Avis Blackington.
and Kathleen Nosworthy. The club
meets next week at the home of
Ellen Fernald, Birch street.

who have been guests of Mr. and Airs.
George Clark. Broadway, have re
turned to their home in Keezar Falls.
Twenty-three members of Oppor

tunity Class were entertained happily
at the home of Mrs. Donald Karl.
Granite street, Thursday evening.
It was voted to meet at the home of
Airs. Hattie Richards Thomaston,
Thursday evening. lAlav 8. for the
purpose of completing some hospital
work. Spelling matt lies, contests and
other funmaking were enjoyed. Mr’.
Kflrl serving refreshments from a
table decorated in keeping with the
May season. A huge Maybasket oc
cupied the center of the table,
flanked by smaller ones which were
•Mrs. Mary A. Willey has returned filled with candies and presented to
home, after spending the winter with the guests.
her daughter, Mrs. T. J. Nash of
Sheridan street, Portland.
Co!, and Airs. E. K. Gould arrive
home today from an extended visit
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gregory have with Air. and Mrs. tsteplien Gould
returned from 'two months’ visit in in Washington, 1). C„ and Charles
Somerville and Stow, Mass., being Gould in New York.
guests in the latter place of their
granddaughter Jeannette, who was a
The Harmony Club observed its an
month old yesterday. It was Mr. nual open meeting Wednesday eye
Gregory’s first extended holiday for ing at the home of Airs. Faith G.
a long time and he enjoyed it to the Berry. Grove street, the guests in
limit. He saw a Sonnetiberg wrestling cluding several members of the Junior
match, a lwtll game between the Red Chopin Club of Camden and tlieir
iSox and Athletics and a hockey game counsellor. Mrs. Ralph Hayden. Tills
between the Bruins and Detroit.
J program was presented:
Piano trio—Narcissus ............................. Nesln

Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Hawkes who
Evelyn flcsal, Lucy French, (Madeline
Rubenstein
liave been spending the last two
Clinriis hliindne iHymn................... Kotschniar
months at The Thorndike Hotel, have Violin—Berceuse ................................. 'Ilglnsky
J'hyliis Belaseo
returned to their home in Appleton
(Miss Alfada Ball, accompanist)
for the summer.
Musical reading The (Secret .................‘Wilson

In the absence of Mrs. Freeman
Brown, president, the meeting of fhe
Speech Readers’ Club Thursday aft
ernoon was presided over by Miss
Hope Greenbalgh. vice president.
Miss Helen Carr, chairman, Mrs. |
Wit hum and Mrs. Frank Butler were
appointed a nominating committee to
report at the annual meeting which
will fall on the first Thursday in
June. For that same meeting a so
cial commiittee was appointed, com
prising Miss Annie Frye chairman,
Mrs. Ralph Ayers and Mrs. J. C. Hill:
Bulletins on the board stressed Na
tion: I Hearing Week, May 1-8. calling
attention to the radio broadcast over
Station WNAC on May 6 at 2.15 p. in.
by iMrs. C. D. Knowlton of tbe
Speech Readers’ Guild. Boston, also
slating there would be special broadcast? >ver Station WC3SH during the
week. The honor roll for attendance
during inarch showed Mrs. Mary
Veazie. Mrs. Bessie Hewett. Mrs. A.
1). Bird. Mrs. J. C. Hill. Mrs. Witham.
Mrs F. Karl. Mrs Charles Waits of
South Thomaston, and Miss Olive Gil
chrest: for April. Mrs Veazie. Mrs.
Hewett. Mrs. Hill. Mrs. Witham. Mrs.
Watts. Mrs. Flora Lovejoy, Mrs.
Karl. Mrs. Ralph Ayers, Mrs. Free
man Brown. Miss Hope Grecnhalgh.
Master Albert Huntley, and little
Miss Jessie Achorn.

Naomi Stearns
(Mrs. Leola Noyes, accompanist)
Piano -X’liromatii' Waltz ...................... Godard
Elizalietli Creighton
Chorus -Keep on Hopin’ ................... Maxwell

Dancing and refreshments rounded
out a delightful evening.
Miss Alary Pike has had as guest
(or a few days Miss Blanchard of
.Stoneham, Mass.
Mrs. Leroy Sanborn of Argyle is
the guest of her daughter. Airs. G. B.
Rollins. Cedar street.

The meeting of the BPW Club
Thursday evening at tiic rooms had
an attendance of 18 members who
pronounced it one of the best ever.
The supper prepared under the
supervision of Mrs. Emily Stevens.
Airs. Emma Carver, Airs. Maude
Hallowell and Miss Di ris H.vler
provided meat loaf, cabbage salad,
escalloped potatoes, hut homemade
rolls, jellies, pickles, cake, fruit des
sert and coffee. These delegates were
appointed to attend tlie convention
In Belfast Alay 12-J3: Airs. Lena
Sargent. Alias Helen Y'ork and Airs.
Stevens:
alternates. Miss Ethel
Payson. Aliss Pearl Bcrgerson and
Mrs. Carver. A Visitor was Airs.
Mary Sylvester of the Lisbon Falls
organization. Mrs. iSargent gave a
most interesting talk on “Business
and Profession” along the lines of
Margaret Newton, distinguished education.
medium, at G.A.R. hall. Sunday. 2.30
and 7.30.
Lecture and messages.
At the Air Port—Tony the Greek
Offering of 25 cents from each per- frankfnrts fried in butter, mustard,
sun expected.
'
52-53 onion, piccalilli, chile sauce,
53*^5

|

The delightfully appetizing way
French chefs have of preparing
vegetables 'by adding a dash of
sugar to restore or "point up”
their natural
sweetness, i s
becoming in
creasingly
popular with
American
h o usewives.
Here are two
recipes from
Mr. Diat’s own
private collec
tion that have
a special
appeal.
Louis Diat
Souffle Aux
E p i n ards—
Wash thoroughly and drain three
pounds of spinach. Boil fifteen
minutes in one cup of salted
water to which one teaspoon of
sugar has been added. Drain and
press out all of the water. Rub
through a coarse sieve.
<
Melt four tablespoons of butter,
adding three tablespoons of flour
to make a smooth paste. Add
slowly one and one-half cups of
milk. Cook and stir slowly until
thick. Cool slightly and add the
yolks of four eggs. Add the pre
pared spinach and one teaspoon
of powdered sugar. Fold In the
beaten whites. Pile In a buttered
souffle dish and bake in a moder
ate and even oven for twentyfive minutes.

iWe have recently added two books
particular interest to our shelves,
books tiiat have been in active de
mand but made possible to us only
-ccently. They are “Elizabeth and
Essex’’ a Tragic History by Lytton
Strachey. and “Rasputin, the Holy
Devil’’ by Fulop-Miller.
In the
fi rmer Strachey who is best knpwn
to us by his “Queen Victoria” ha*
produced what is considered to be
the most important biography of the
j decade presented as a fascinating
j piece of literature. T,he story of
Rasputin never loses its glamour.
o?

« * • •

,
I
I
i
I

We also have a Government pub
lication of interest—“Physical Ocean
ography of the Gulf of Maine.” compiled with charts and maps, also contom- maps of the shore line and tables
- bowing tlie average temperatures
for each month, etc. It is very well
done.
♦ • » ♦

poem, writing on national events
when he chooses. In olden days it
was quite different. Tlie laureate had
to turn out a poem *evcry time the
King or Queen had a birthday. He
was also obliged to grow poetical
when an heir was born, or when
some important
national
event
stirred England. Much criticism was
directed against Bridges resulting
rom his indifference to this last type
of inspiration.
Until Robert Southey accepted the
laureateship in 1813, these customary
poems were very much in order: but
Southey was of an independent cast
of mind, and he informed the royal
chamberlain that he would accept the
laureateship only with the under
standing that he was to write about
what he pleased and when he pleased.
Since his day the burdens of the
ojHiee have been negligible, insofar as
stipulated poems are concerned. Ben
Jons n was the first poet laureate.
the first universally recognized
under that title. He received about
$809 a year pension, in addition to
liberal emoluments as master of
revels. Dryden was gainer by as
jptieh as $5000 a year through
the p sltion.
Tennyson’s pension
amounted to 72 pounds sterliilg. but
his talents were such that in actual
fact the laureateship brought him
much more. Every publisher in Eng
land scrambled for his poems in ad
vance, one firm offering him a con
tract of $20,900 a year for 20 years.
Tennyson was tbe most illustrious of
all the recent poets laureate.

Page Seven

A REAL "LAUGHLAND”

Four-Year-Old Johnny Duff,
a Star In the Catholic
Minstrels
Tlie Laughland Minstrels pre
sented at St. Bernard's Church Mon- I
day evening proved one of the mo«t
successful social undertakings of the
parish, the large audience manifest
ing by its hearty applause the ap- I
proval and pleasure strived from
every number. Space does not per
mit mention of each feature, although
justly deserved, hut it is not amiss to
say that tire “hit of the even’.ng” was
little John Du IT. aged 4 years.
Tlie east of the Kiddies Revue
which prefaced the Minstrel Show !
consisted of: “Our Gang,” John Duff,
Edward Hayes, Joseph Pietrosky, |
Willis Anderson. Donald Chisholm,
Sanford Delano, Charles Duff, Charles
Dorgan. Fred Lacrosee, Vincent
Pellicane, Melzer Pietrosky, George
J Rohishaw. James Mouiaison, Thomas
Sheehy, Edward Sullivan. Bernard
Thompson. James Hayes and Edward '
Griffin: “Doll Chorus.” Angelina Da- I
gostino, Catherine Delano, Doris
Gatti, Ethel Hayes, Sylvia Hayes,
Lolita Knight, Barbara Murray, |
Felice I’erry, Ione Louraine, Ceeile !
Tardiff, iMary Snow and Anna Belli- j
cane.
The cast of the Minstrel show:
End men. "Rastus” (Israel) Snow, I
“Chocolate-drop” (Aimee) Beaudoin, |
“Sambo”
(John) Mouiaison, and
‘•Butterscotch’” (Thomas) Fleming; |
chorus. Phyllis Vultiggio, Flora Cole,
Bernadette Snow, Mildred Sweeney,
Leo •Winchenbach, Joan Mouiaison,
Catherine Burke, Helen Delano, Alice
Flanagan, Marguerite Haskell. Nita
Gatti. Anna Winchenbach. and John
Mazzeo;
interlocutor, Albert Mc
Carty;
accompanist, Miss Celia
Brault.
The program follows:

Have you read “The Case of Ser
geant Grischa” by Zweig which is
one of the books being "talked
about’’? And “Scarlet ‘Sister Mary”?
The latter, by Julia Peterkin, is a
novel of the .hrst rank, written with
amazing power yet marked with art
less simplicity. It may be the great
Tlie selection of a poet laureate is
novel of the American INegro.
a must particular proposition—the
Mrs. Peterkin lives with her hus choice has to be someone absolutely
band. a successful planter, on Lang “correct,’’ or in other words, pogsessSyne Plantation in South Carolina.
eertain qualifications which have
There are wide fields which are hid priority even over his ability as a
den under cotton in midsummer. writer of verse, the word “correct”
Peas and Carrots In Cream—4
portions—Plunge two cups of There are cedars and magnolia trees, applying to his views of “the Crown,
fresh shelled peas into boiling and beyond tlie river winds and the Church and the State.”
Of all England's living poets, 'John
salted water to which one tea bend.*. Separated by a strip of woods
are the negro quarters, so that Mrs. Masefield is acclaimed as the great
spoon of sugar has been added.
Boil Blowly for twenty-five min Peterkin is always amid, one might est. both in the point of artistry and Opening chorus "Painting the iCloudsWith
Sunshine” anil '•Sunny Side I’p"
utes. Cook six small diced car say, the life of the negro which she because of his volume of work. He i« Solo
''.lust a Breath of Springtime"
has told so vividly in her three stories distinctively of the Chaucerian tradi
rots in the same manner. Drain
Helen Pietrosky
“Green Thursday,” “Black April” and tion, which is another way of saying End song- '‘JuM <’a«’t IU- Bothered With 'Ale"
them 'both and saute gently in
that
he
is
unmistakably
English.
"Scarlet
iSister
Mary.
”
She
did
not
“Itaxtus” Snow
two teaspoons of butter. Add salt
begin to write until well in the middle But it is a tossuj) tiiat Masefield Solo "Dreamers. Aren't We AH?”
and one teaspoon of sugar and
Ethel Hayes
forties when casting about for a new would not accept the laureateship. Solo- Following You"
blend with four tablespoons of
Evelyn Pietrosky
hobby. Several things she had tried He would be more nearly akin in his
boiling cream, which may or may
and Me"
had somehow lost their glamour, and intellectual outlook to the new Eng Rccltation- “ 'etc
not be thickened with threeBeatrice Haskell
fourths teaspoon of flour.
< she was possessed with the terrifying lish spirit represented by the British End song "Oil the <jln OiiHijr 'Sliore"
“Chocolate Drop” Beaudoin
thought that old age might find her Labor Government than any other
hands and empty major English poet of the present Solo—“(Pickin' IPetals"
The final choral rehearsal for tlie with empty
Felice Perry
day.
Junior Harmony Club open meet thoughts. At first she turned to mu
Solo—"Your L\l<»tlier and .Mine”
.Evelyn ,Pietrosky
One alone among the contemporary
ing will take place Tuesday after sic. to study the piano. She was
Quartet—Medley of Southern Airs
noon directly after school at the home very persevering, very earnest, but bards of England possesses all the
End 'Men
of Mrs. Faith Berry. Grove street. did not learn to play particularly traditional qualifications for the po Pant ing s|M*eialty -- Waltz Clog
One day when relating a sition. and dhat is Sir Alfred Noyes. Miss Ernestine Webber of tbe Fernald A
All those who Intend to sing in the well.
Fletcher Scliool of Dancing. Belfast
tragedy which had occurred on her His g« od work is considerable and
chorus must tie present.
End MMig—“Hiuh tSilk Hat"
husband’s plantation, the central nobody questions the “rightness” of
"Sambo" Mouiaison
”
Mr. and Airs. L. W. Benner were figure of which was a negro, she told his views of “King. Church or State.” Solo "One Alone
Helen Pietrosky
yesterday showered with congratu the story in such a colorful poignant It is thought, too. that, Sir Alfred Vocal duet—“Dream Trnin"
"Kastus” Snow and “Chocolate Drop"
lations and good wishes, tlie occa way that Mrs. Peterkin’s music would jump at the offer, if it were
Beaudoin
sion being tlieir 5Gth wedding anni teacher remarked: f‘You ougllit to mhde.
I
Vocal
duet—“That’s You, Baby"
♦ • » •
versary. Tlie children and a wide write that. You tell stories better
Felice Perry. Jimmie il’elllcane
circle of friends joined in making tlie than you play.” The idea startled
Announcement has been received End sour My Wife Is (In a Diet”
her at first, then tempted her. with to the effect tiiat the date of the cele
"Butterscotch" ‘Fleminu
day a happy one.
the result we now know—three bration of tlie 175th anniversary of Ploslnc chorus—“Sunny Side Up”
The decorations under the direc
Airs. Addie Lassell of Lincolnville novels, the most recent one of which the deportation of the Acadians from
ts n of Adrian Marchand and Ray
and Airs. Aiertic Tilden of Camden has won the Pulitzer Prize.
Grand Pre. Nova (Scotia, is to be
Mrs. Peterkin is such a vibrant Aug. 20. The memorial chapel in mond Mouiaison called forth expres
spent Thursday as guests of Airs.
figure that her age often misleads Evangeline Memorial Park. Grand sions of approval, as did the elec
Sidney Ai. Oxton. Warrell street.
one. < )nce when a young man was Pre. is now completed and the his trical effects by Edward Chisholm.
Tlie Chapin Class is sponsoring a paying her elaborate compliments, torical museum will be installed early The program arrangement and print
bridge party .Monday afternoon at she asked: “Son, do you know how in June. It is expected that Louisiana ing were supervised by Mr. Mouiaison
also.
Grand Army hall, with this commit old 1 am?” He guessed thirty or will send a large delegation to Grand
ter in charge: Mrs. Velma Marsh, thirty-five, and she replied: “Well, Pre for the celebration, and New
chairman. Miss Alabel F. Lamb. Mrs. you’re dead wrong. I'm pushin’ the Eugiand will also he well represented. est literary treasures that have come
”
to this country from England.
Clara Smith, IMrs. Etta .Stoddard. deuce out of fifty.
♦ • ♦ •
• • * •
♦ ♦ ♦ «
Airs. Lena True, Airs. Ella S. Bird and
Richard
Halliburton,
author
of
For
those
who
entertain
a
particu
We had an Inquiry recently for the
Airs. Carrie Palmer. Playing begins
lar sentiment for New England there various fascinating travel stories, is book "The Bent Lady." The title
at t.
is “Country Auction” on the non-fic lecturing on the iWest Coast.
was unfamiliar, and a search through
• • • •
Written by Marian
Airs. Wiliis H. Anderson enter tion shelves.
the index files produced no informa
Nicholl
Rawson,
it
an
altogether
tained the F.&F. CIuli yesterday aft
The original love letters of Robert tion. But a consultation among the
ernoon at luncheon and cards at charming and human story of the old and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, members of the staff brought out the
auction
as
one
of
the
picturesque
and
at Wessaweskeag Inn. Those present
treasured b>*these poets during their book ‘The Crippled Lady of Periwere Mrs. Florence Keating. Airs. characteristic scenes in New Eng lifetime and after the deatli of their bonka.” It was right!
land
life.
Miss
Raws
:n
tells
of
two
Grace Kellar, Airs. Annie O'Brien,
son sold at auction, recently have
Mrs. Albert Hallowell, Mrs. A. 1). weeks spent with Aunt Marthy Ann been brought to this country and
Sheed,
a
New
England
gentlewoman,
Morey. Mrs. Emma Douglas and the
presented to Wellesley College by
in breaking up the exquisite old Caroline Hazard, a former president
hostess.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
homestead in which her family had of the institution, as a memorial to
Portia..4, Main*
lived
for
a
century
and
a
half.
Mrs. Lewis Winchenbach of Lex
Alice Freeman Palmer, early presi
QUALITY WORK
ington. Mass., was the guest yester Through the constant daily presence dent of Wellesley. Mrs. Browning
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
day i f Mrs. Albert Marsh, Talbot of the old house itself and through preserved 284 letters from her poetAunt Marthy’s reminiscences, as she husband in an Italian inlaid wooden Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
avenue.
lovingly and reverently touches the ease. After her death Robert Brown
•»-70
Air. and Airs. Walter Aiaurcr who ancient treasures while she passes ing took possession of them and pre
have been in the city during the from room to room, the whole life of served them, as he had tlie love let
the house and the family for many ters received from his wife. Brown
week, liave returned to Portland.
generations is unfolded.
ing destroyed all the rest of his cor
• • • •
James Savage of Hartford is
respondence and shortly before his
April 23 might well be called death said to his son. referring to
spending a few days in this city,
where lie formerly resided. He is “Author’s Day.” On that day 366 the letters: ‘There they are: do with
engaged in the automobile business. years ago William Shakespeare was them as you please when I am dead
born. Records say that he died on and gone."
After the death of
. Air. and Mrs. AV. O. Fuller, who April 23. 314 years ago. It was also Browning's son., tliey were sold at
have heen Journeying northward in the anniversary of the death of the auction in London in 1913 for 7500
leisurely fashion since they left Spanish novelist. Cervantes— Miguel pounds. They were recently brought
Florida are expected home on the de Cervantes Saavedra, author of the to this country by Ernest Dressal
adventures of the fantastic knight. North. Tare book dealer of New York,
night train today.
Don Quixote.
We were always and sold to Miss Hazard at a price
Alt's. Susan Ludwig goes next week taught to pronounce Don Quixote said to be over $75,000. These let
for a week's vacation visit to Lew “Don Kee-ho-tay.” The Standard ters are considered among the greatDictionary gives tlie pronunciation
iston, Boston and Gloucester.
of “Don Kwicks-ote” preference over
Tlie S. & S CIuli met at AVessawes- the former way. Did you know that
keag inn Friday with a special bridge Don Quixote said: “The proof of the
luncheon. Cards were enjoyed during pudding is in the eating”—and “Live
the afternoon. The party included and learn”—and “The pot calls the
Mrs. T. E. Keating, Airs. G. Kellar. kettle black"—and "Rome was not
Mrs. L. York, Mrs. A. O'Brien. Airs. built in a day”?
April 23 was also the 78th anniver
Aland Hallowell, Airs. I,. Murray. Alt's.
E. Douglas and Airs. Willis Anderson. sary of the birth of Edward Markham,
the poet and lecturer, now living in
Misses Bessie and Augusta Healey West New Brighton, N. Y. About 31
and niece, Virgnia Healey, return to years ago lie became famous by writ
day to Framingham, Mass., after ing "The Man With the Hoe."
The 80th anniversary of the death
spending a weeks vacation at the
Healey homestead, North Alain street. of the poet, William 'Wordsworth,
also fell on April 23. He was poet
Monday afternoon nt Knox Hos laureate before Tennyson.

TOWN OF CAMDEN
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Scaled proposals will be received until Friday, May 16. 1930, at 4.03
P. M., Standard Time, for the construction of an addition to the
grade school for the Town of Camden. Separate proposals are requee'ed for the general construction and wiring; also the heat ng
and plumbing combined. Plans, specifications and instructions to
bidders may be obtained at the office of Miller & Beal, Inc.. Archi
tects, Portland, Maine. Certified checks to accompany proposals
and bond requirements are specified. A deposit of $15.03 may he
required fcr plans and specifications which are taken from the
office of the architects and this deposit will be refunded if t’’cy
are returned on or before the receiot of the proposals. The pro
posals shall be sealed a id marked “Proposal for addition to grade
school for the Town of Can.den” and addressed to Ralph hl. Hay
den, chairman, Camden, Maine. The building committco recer.es
the right to accept any proposal or to reject any cr all p.oposals
if it is deemed to be fcr the best interests of the town.

“The Wellesley”
ASH POINT, ME.
Will Open for the Season

SUNDAY, MAY 4

CHICKEN AND SHORE DINNERS
For Reservations call Mrs. McConchie
Rockland Telephone 367-1 1
52-53

MONDAY
and
TUESDAY
Supreme
Talking
Picture
Achievement
Adaptc J
from the
Sensational
Novel by
FANNIE
HURST

With

BEN LYON, WINIFRED WESTOVER
The romance of a simple s’avey and a philandering poet, that
reaches emiHional heights of

amazing grandeur.
ALSO

Paramount Sound News

Life of Fred’k Chopin
NOW PLAYING

HAL SKELLY
In the Talking Farce

‘Men Are Like That’
TELEPHONE 892

Home of Paramount Pictures
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30

Publix Theatre
Home of
Paramount Pictures

Mon.-Tues.'

Tel. 403

RELAX to the Melodies of this Marvelous
Musical Romance
Gayety you can’t Resist
Paramount Presents

NANCY CARROLL

• * • ♦

pital. the Red Cross will conduct a
England has recently lost her poet
"Well Baby" clinic. All mothers witli
children up to four years of age are laureate, Robert Bridges, his deatli
invited The hours are from 2.30 to 4. having taken place on April 21 at
There will lie a doctor in attendance. London, at the age of 86 years. His
works were known all over the world.
The history of the pcet laureate is
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Leon of
The official
Charlotte, N. C.. left Alay 1st for an interesting one.
title is “Versificator Regis,” the
Waslilngtoin, D. C„ spending three
King's singer. There lias been a poet
days in Richmond enroute and three
days in Annapolis at Carvel hall in laureate in England for the past 650
order to lie with- tiiielr son Mid years, from the days of Henry HI.
shipman Hayden Leon of tlie V. B. The laureate wears no robe of office,
Naval Academy. Alr. Leon will re and nowadays performs no other
turn South and Airs. Leon wil! re function than that ,of an occasional
main in AVasliington until the 16th.
wiiere she will lie joined by her niece.
Mrs. John Dunbar of Whitinsville.
Mass.. wJlio lias been visiting her
parents at Copley Courts. WashingSHOE
I ton. 1). C. They will drive north to! gether their itinerary taking them
“
Keeps
the
Foot Well”
| via Delaware Water Gap. Bear Ait.
J Bridge. West Point and over the
for Men and Women
Mohawk Trail to Boston. Midship
man Leon leaves fix- a three months'
cruise abroad in June .and will join
Mrs. Leon in September in Rock
land for ten days before proceeding
South by motor to Charlotte for a
two weeks’ stay before returning to
tlie Naval Academy.

WEDDING
N these mad days of

I

runaway romances and

rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
arc bccomi ng increasi ngly

important. The smarter
families are using Lin-

weavc Wedding Station
ery for their announce

ments besause of its ultracorrectness and because

its rich, vellum-like tex
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite

engraving.

THE COURIERGAZETTE

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

M/V

DORMAN’S
440 WAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
M-tf

WIDDINGPAPKDN

Witli

Lillian Roth
Stanley Smith

Every-Other-Day
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MY PLANTS

GREAT DAYS, THOSE!

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Thomaston Lad, Just Turned
12, Recites Some Seafar
ing Experiences

High School Notes

{For The Courler-4>azeUe]
My bay window’s a thing of great beauty,
It is full of choice plants, you (know.
Which sre laden with-pretty blossoms.
As fair and as pure as the snow.

are tall and stately geraniums.
We welcome hack Miss Dlngley There
With large heads of blossoms, you know.
from
her
appendicitis
vacation
and
Which
are of many bright colors.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
From red to the whitest of snow.
wish Evelyn Haskell a speedy return
We fell into step with our friend from hers.
There are some ivy leaved geraniums.
• • • •
With their thick, glossy leaves, you know,
Charles the other day on our way to
The shape of the old fashioned ivy.
Helen Hall 4s secretory to the prin
Which twined around rooms .long ago.
The announcement that Frederic can piece: A week ago. the ‘Broad the Corner, and after discussing the
Tillotson, prominent Boston pianist way’ of Samuel Gardner of the young weather, and how much better Thom cipal this week and several other And there are fancy leaved geraniums.
students
from
the
commercial
de

and lecture-recitalist, is to be the er generation: Friday and more re aston was to live in than Florida, we
Green leaves with white edges, you know.
featured attraction at the State Fed cently, the Sinfonietta of Chadwick remarked that his hen houses didn't partment are working in the office While some are pure white tn the center—
There are so many kinds that grow.
getting
ready
the
courses
of
study
eration of Music Clubs convention in of the elder generation; and next seem to be in use. (No, he said, am
Bangor May 16. has aroused keen week, at the final concerts, the ‘Lilacs’ too busy to care for them, the school- and elective blanks for use at the There's the beautiful cineraria,
With its mass of rare flowers, yon know.
interest, although strictly in line with of Edward Burlingame Hill, of the houses take too much time, and be close of the school year.
It snre Is a plant of great beauty.
• * • •
*
the high-class offerings Miss Julia generation between.” And we recall sides 1 don’t seem to- make them lay
And has blossomed since Weeks ago.
Noyes. State president, always ar with pride the recent hearing of the as I used when I was on the fjhlp Sam
Monday afternoon Rockland plays
ranges for the Federation’s annual composition of Walter Piston with Watts, bound from New "York round Crosby High at Belfast. lit good There are several small ibeeonlas.
With their watt-like blossoms, you know,
gathering. Mr. Tillotson although the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Cape Horn to ’Frisco with Capt. Wil spirit will make a team win, the game Which in color resemble the sunset,
In the evening's soft early glow.
still under 35 years has won signal
is ours already.
liam Lermond in 1880.
success in his line of endeavor, reach
• • * •
Those were the days—was just
And there Is a handsome cyclamen,
I.os Angeles is trying out the ex
ing from coast to coast in his activi
With variegated leaves, you know.
periment of maintaining a Civic turned 12 years and was full of pep,
The archery set hns arrived and is Presented
me hy my nurse.
ties which display a varied program
oc.iwvcd by the
process
Band, and to that end Guiseppe Crea- ginger, and all that sort of thing— being tried out by various members
Wlille in a hospital, not long ago.
in talent.
wisli
that
I
had
some
of
it
now.
Say.
tore, the great hand master, and his
of the faculty. The greeting of the
•Mr. Tillotson, a native of St. Louis,
when we are ill and down-hearted,
men are signed up for a year, through there were three other boys in the moment is "Have you arched yet?'' And
It Is a great pleasure, you know.
HOUSE JV1VES have discovered a new “star” of particular
has been teaching, writing magazine popular subscription. It has been a
besn.\e—?'?’ ^!?Ush ani>
The proficiency of one popular teacher To have a nice plant for a present.
articles on music and philosophy, peculiar condition that Los Angeles, Swede. The English fellows started
biillionee . . . Armour’s Star Bacon, prepaied by the
So full of 'bright blossoms aglow.
in this sport has given rise to the
composition, and concertizing since
one of the largest and most colorful in by taking all the manavellings, query whether the famous son of Flowers give lots of enjoyment—
“double-f” process — s complete revision of our cure ard
1919, being nationally known since
cities in the United States, is the only Dutchy and I not having a smell. 1 Venus was a southpaw. And by the
"The gift of foal's goodness," you know,
smoke methods. Sta- Bacon was already the most melting,
1915. He is member of the faculty
thought
at
first
that
it
was
some

metropolis, so it is claimed, that
way, just what is the proper title for And help to cheer and sustain ns.
of the Longy School, Boston, also
As on through life’s journey we go.
»noutu-watcring morsel that ever decorated a dish. But we
does not possess a Civic Band. This thing that just happened, and when the caddy who retrieves the arrows?
of the Boston University College of
_
IE. T.
strange fact has been incomprehensi it dawned on me that it wasn’t I pro
were be- ,t on “doing i.ie impossible.” And we discovered
... *
Somerville
Music. In addition to the series of ble to tourists.
tested, or in other words registered
Rodney Murphy and Walter Gay
lectures he has been giving at the
' a kick. Did I say that I was just
the “double f” proci .8TENANT'S HARBOR
Through Cecil Copping now located
Longy School this year, he has con
are the committee in charge of the
You’ll be on the vn . ; of knowing the full meaning of
in Hollywood I have Creatore’s pro I turned 12 and small of my age? Well,
A very brilliant birthday and sur
ducted a series of weekly 15 minute
sir. that was a fact. 1 had put in a picture show ’’Peck's Rad Boy" which
gram of April 12. Among the many
prise party was given by Mrs. Alli
“
double-f
” whet, ;he fu q rtiers in the pan, and that glorious
talks on “The Law* Underlying
I term at the Grammar with Jud will be presented next Friday after
fine numbers presented we note
son Morris and friends at her home
fragrance percolates tin rich the kitchen. And you will know,
Pianoforte Interpretation and Tech
Kellar. who was a great man to teach noon for the benefit of the Tennis
Tschaikowsky’s Finale to “Fourth
last Monday evening in honor of Mrs.
nique” over Station WLOE. He* has
you. among other useful things, that Court Fund. The vaudeville which
when your fork divides each marvelous mouthful. Uniformly
Symphony,"
Espinosa’s
“Spanish
Fred Smallhy. Three tables of bridge
been soloist with the Boston Sym
a Yankee was always to be a Yankee, accompanies it will be in charge of
sliced in cartons, or your <*« a’.er will slice it from the original
Dance-Moraima,”
selections
from
were at play, highest honors going to
phony
Orchestra,
the
People’s
at home or abroad. So one noon they Albert Dodge.
"Carmen” which brought in ‘three
Harlan
Bragdon, consolation
to
piece. Ask for Star Bacon, and you 11 get Fixed* Flavor,
started in as usual to put the best of
Symphony Orchestra and many other
• • * •
vocal soloists. Solvejg’s Song by the pan in theirs. 1 kicked. None of
Jake" Wheeler.
"Brag” further
, To«
too wAol
leading orchestras, -with 10. annual
Friday evening the Press Club gave showed his ability as a parlor ath
(mum Uo-m* Armour and Company, Chicago.
Grieg, and the Overture to “Tann- us had any manavellings—or much
Jordan Hall recitals to his credit.
a very successful social and dance lete by taking the leading role in a
haus<.r.”
ypwwd
half-potmd
else—that day; but II know of a
His recital appearances have touched
How many years ago was Creator© bloody nose and a cut lip, and it in the Gym. Robert Gregory was rough and tumble game of “Bobbie
almost every part of the country. Mr.
chairman
of
the
committee
in
charge
with his band at the old Farwell wasn’t on a Yankee face either. The
I'm Bobbed." Mrs Smalley received
Tillotson organized the Boston Trio
and Miss Pike, faculty advisor.
Opera House?
many and -useful presents. Lunch
Grammar School is quite a place—or
which touched the east in 1920, and has
• • • •
was served consisting of lighthouse
was.
been
appearing
extensively
in
Allard Pierce is the proud pos salad, cakes, sandwiches and coffee.
One of the recent editions of
chamber music since.
Did I have any sea stores out of sessor of a pair of Cecropias raised Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
The critics have acclaimed him as “Fischer News” contains this para
by himself from egg to Imago. In case Allison Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
a master of technical problems, a sen graph: “One of the hobbies of tHis New York? No, took all my credit
you may not recognize them by their ■ Smalley, Evelyn Morris, Clayton
sitive interpreter, possessing rhyth office happens to be early American or advance to get to New York and
mical poise, clarity of style, warmth publications, especially books con for oil skins and sea boots. Come to family name, they are the beautiful. Hunnewell, Elizabeth Wheeler, Whitlarge, red and gray moths, which are ney Wheeler, Eva Page, Kempster
irilh the Fixed* Flavor
of tone and elegance of phrasing. taining early American music. We think of it, though, I had some
His lecture-recitals proclaim him not I have very often found that such acorns; they were in the bottom of really quite common but which most Hawkins, Anne Matson hnd Harlan
Bragdon.
people
never
see.
only a pianist of brilliant attainment, ' books are in home libraries without my dhest and J found them one Sun
• • • •
Several from this place are plan
They like lh.' Airr-our radio program
but a student who has delved into the | anyone being particularly aware of day when I was overhauling my
Monday's assembly featured the vo ning to attend the 126th annual
underlying fundamentals of music j their existence or having any particu- chest same as any old sailor does. I
—- io will you
and who is able to present them to : lar use for them. We would welcome learned to be old sailor, fast enough, cational aspects of dentistry as out meeting of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
“IFe tot almost ontronced dur.
•Friday niffci (« tb Uf roWU
*•/ think tha Armour Orchestra
*Tfce
Armour
Hour
It
tn*
Star*
ciation
at
the
"Littlefield
Memorial
his listeners in a fascinating manner, suggestions from our readers as to but what I started in to say was that lined in a very able and practical
ing tha .Armour Hour last night.**
Bight i» our haaaa because of
is th^ finest on the air.”—J.W.,
prugrta. of the work." —L.F
—Mrs. L. L. Fm Bastau.
(U drnsouz jrofraos.”—B.KM-,
Grand Rapids.
His appearance at Bangor should the location of any such volumes; be we had two dozen hens on board and manner by Dr. Bickford. He even Church in Rockland, Tuesday, May 6
SeLux, Alabama.
Sunday
morning
subject
at
the
make a particularly direct appeal to sure and state particulart as to date it fell to me to care for them and kill presented a model tooth pulling dem
Baptist
Church
will
be
"Behind
the serious piano student.
and contents. We -will gladly pur them when they were to be eaten. onstration. But instead of being like
TUNE-IN ON THE ARMOUR HOUR FRIDAY NIGHT FROM 9.30 TILL 10.00
ay! there wasn’t any poultry meat the model husband in the story, a Closed Doors." There will be special
• • * •
chase any volume which meets our
music. The 6 o'clock C. E. service will
Through the kindness of Miss Ruth ! needs. Address: Editorial Depart in the manavellings, I can tell you— small imitation of the real thing, this
I.ighthouse service.
John Olsen,
LIGHTHOUSE CHANGE
he in charge of the Service Commis
ST. GEORGE
Lawrence, a student at the Eastman , ment. Fischer Edition News, 119 West but the way those bids did lay for model was very much enlarged for
keeper of a light off Newagen, will
sion, subject, “How May We Find
me,
—
actually
all
hands
had
a
mess
platform
demonstration.
The
music
The
early
morning
hour
of
9.15
is
40th
street,
New
York.
”
School of Music, I-have several pro- 1
Transfer of Albert Staples, keeper take Staples place at White Island.
of eggs one day, you can believe it or for the occasion was furnished by tiie , Our Life-work?" The 7 o'clock eve finding nearly everybody at the serv
grams of the musical activities at the '
not. If I could make mine las' as those Ukelele Girls. Daisy Economy and ] ning service is growing. Attend and ice. Sunday morning the subject will of White Island light. Isle of Shoals,
school within the past few months. .
RESURRECTION
on the Watts did, I would live on Easy Vada Clukey, with their justly famous 1 enjoy the singing, and the message be Closed Doors." There will be to Rurnt Island light, Boothbay HarWhatYovWanfTJ
Your want
One of particular interest is that of ‘ The nights of winter are so long and still
Street.
Great
experience,
that ballad, "Twenty-Five Years From which will be given by Mrs. F. W. servlce at 7 p. m. ^nd the subject, bor, as keeper in charge is announced
the presentation of “The Passion Save for the wind, that sings too sad a song.
k
In
the
voyage, for me or any other boy. Now" which sprouts new verses upon Barton.
“HerodNi Great Desire.”
by District headquarters of the U. S.
age-old stars with lights afar and chill
According to St. Matthew” by Johann And
That gleam and vanish like an elfin throng.
Seems to me that some of those hens the slightest provocation.
Sebastian
Bach.
The
Eastman So many months before the springtime rain
were so useful that they doubled the
• • • •
School Chorus, pf which Miss Law Brings gladness to the weary, waiting earth
the shivering garden, numb with Cape.
yfcr Economical Trintforlalioa
Spring is the time for poetry.
rence is a member, was assisted by And tells
pain,
■Of course, we had general cargo Even the Paper Book this month is an
the Boys’ Choir of St. Paul's Episco That winter s anguish shall bring forth glad
out
and
we
boys
were
in
the
hold
anthology of prize poems.
Miss
birth.
pal Church and the Eastman School
rain at last! What comfort in this about all the time looking after the Pride's English classes have caught
O.chestra, with Dr. Howard Hanson Springsound
dunnage in 'Frisco. Well, one day, the spirit of the season and are doing
and Herman H. Genhart conducting, That wakes the tired garden from its sleep!
when the vessel was nearly dis poems for composition exercises.
and Judson House, guest soloist. So long it waited, now the rain has found
treasures of its'heart to guard and keep charged I was working almost under Perhaps you would be interested to
Glancing through the list of soloists Tiie
O happy garden singing iq the rain
the hatch in the lower hold, when
1 noted the name of Robert R. Stone, Of spring and 'flowers, and heaven after pain whiz, down came one of the steve try* little literary criticism yourself.
a Le wiston boy. He was programmed
—Edith Lombard .Squires
dores on the run and struck right Six poems have been selected from
those passed in by the pupils. Tbe«e
in the part of “Peter,” but the news
side of me. killing him instantly.
paper article said he sang the part of
Naturally I was horrified, being so will be published from time to time
Caiaphas, the High Priest. He is a
young, but the boss stevedore, not with suggestions for their criticism.
third year student, having been ad
for a moment, for he sings out, Cut them out, if you are interested and
mitted to the opera department last
“Chuck that fellow out in the wing, save them for comparison at the end
of the.series. These six poems are
fall as the youngest member in that
and hitch on another stove.’’
group. Mr. Stone has already ap
not necessar.ly the beet of the lot but
• • * •
peared in /several of the operatic Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Great town, San Francisco.. From they seem to offer the widest range of
I
promised
to
go
to
Peabody
Mupresentations at the school, and is a
there we went to Uverpool. There material and treatment. Please re
member of the Presbyterian Church seum and see what I could find out they have magnificent docks and member that the auttors are only
choir in Rochester. He is the son of about our friend of the “genus Picus' don’t allow fires on board ships, so sophomores, 15 years old or less, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Stone, well j tribe—in plain English, the wood- we boarded ashore. They told about the poeins have received no editing
known Lewiston people.
pecker.
a shipping master, there, who turned or correction of any kind. Here are
Miss Lawrence tells me that for
There are 35 specimens on view out able bodied seamen while you two to begin with:
two seasons the chorus rehearsed the there from East to West, Maine, waited. He had a ship's wheel rigged
"SUCCESS"
Bach masterpiece, and it was grati- ; Massachusetts, Illinois, Mississippi, up in his hack yard. Sailors are
They say that If you want tn win
tying to have the reviewers agree Netv York. Arizona and California scarce; plenty of men but no sailors.
Success and fame in life,
An education you will need
that the students sang it with a dra Quite an assortment of styles and .Mr. Shipping Master goes to the door,
To help you In the strife.
matic sense, capacity to deliver its colors.
hails the first likely looking man
The higher up In life you go.
music and word texts, and to give
There are 25 specimens of fiy catch who goes by, tells him of the fine
The more you have to learn
So as 1 want to win a name
auditors knowledge of its plan and ers (Linnaen genus muscicapa). chance he has for a good looking
My books t will not spurn.
content. It is a major music under- There is a whole case of blackbirds sailor man like him, and when he
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taking to meet the demands of this and orioles, but when I looked for says that he hasn’t any outfit and
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work—two choruses that must bal- our dear old friend, robin red breast,, can't steer, tells him that outfit is
One day as I was going by
ance, two orchestras alert at their I I had hard w ork to find him among not necessary as he can borrow the
A little golf ball caught mv eye.
playing, a large number of soloists I the thrushes, way down In the bottom “Old Man's” oilskins and seaboots
So with the aid of club and all
called upon to sing music of a type of the case, on the floor—"American when it rains and he will show him
I started in to hit that ball.
for which routine vocal training does ' Robin," I Merulamigratoria). It looks all about such a simple thing as
not prepare
as though my boyhood friend isn't steering. Takes him out in the hack
When at the little hall I swung.
And nearly broke, or strained a lung.
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rated very highly in the bird world.
yard and shows him how to port and
Among the many fine things Miss
There is a case of "Extinct and starboard his wheel, takes him before
Then stooping dowti to pick up the tee.
Lawrence has been privileged to hear 1 Vanishing Birds,” viz: Ivory-billed the Commissioner or Consul, puts a
To my amazement what should 1 see,
are noted the Rochester Philharmonic woodpecker, eskimo curlew, paraquet. slug of doctored whiskey into him
But the little golf ball lying there,
Orchestra, with Eugene Goossens, extinct in the U.S.A., great auk, ex and a plug of tobacco into his pocket,
And it hadn't even imoved a hair.
conducting; in an all-Tschaikowsky tinet in America since 1842 and in and when he comes to he is bound
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program, presenting the Polonaise Europe since 1844, trumpeter swan, out East or to Australia, and has a
Wfcich do you like better? Try
from "Eugene Onegin,” Overture- whooping crane, passenger - pigeon, bloody “bosun” to reckon with.
some of these tests on them. Does
Fantasia from ’’Romeo and Juliet,” heath hen, of the latter one male only
Those were the days, I can tell either one express anything more
Suite "The Sleeping Beauty," Theme is alive on the island of Martha's you. I went to sea for a number of
Everywhere, buyers in the low-price many other reasons why it’s wise to
hardwood and steel, the finest type
than a plain prose statement would
and Variations front Suite in E-ntinor, Vineyard.
years after that, to one port or an
field are agreeing * * It’s wise to choose choose a Chevrolet Six.
express? Is the expression adequate
of
body construction known.
and selections from Suite “The Nut
There is a large case of birds and other, very uninteresting till finally to the ideas? Does it suggest more
a Six.” And if you want to know
cracker;" Dusolina (iiannini, so- their nests, from the tiny humming I shipped out of Rockland in the
than it says? Does the poem need
Chevrolet’s four semi-elliptic
piano: Jascha Heifetz, violinist; and ' bird with a nest about the size of half schooner Tennessee, shipmates with
why—get a demonstration of the Chevrolet offers the smartness and
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Ilie Chadwick Choral Club in an a walnut shell, with the tiniest eggs, a cargo of lime bound to Richmond.
luxury of bodies by Fisher—built of
springs and four Lovejoy hydraulic
or more ideas? Is it fresh, spontane
new
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Six.
The Tennessee was a Cobb vessel,
yjrs. Crow, with her large nest,
honor program for Dr. George \\
ous, new, orginal? Is the subject one
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the bobolink, warblers, chickadee, built by them to wear out; and
Chadwick.
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The
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bluebird, flickers, oriole, blue jay, strong and able she must have been
and security wherever you drive.
sonal to the author? Do you feel that
Take notice: "Bach's magnificent i sandpiper, barn swallow, and Jenny to stand the grief of the pounding
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motor
—
drive
you
would
like
to
see
something
else
'Blessing. Glory and WJlson' with Wren with her nest in a stone jar. and washing that she got while we
And Chevrolet’s completely en
fast in second—or travel at top
antiphonal effects will be sung by Some remarkable architecture in the were on her. Hanging knees and written by the same author? Try'
this group, the unusual score calling building of those nest. Birds select deck frame being all kneed off just these same questions on the poem
closed,
weather-proof, four-wheel
speed—the power flows easily and
for eight voices singing as two Inde very different materials for their as they used to do before a man next week as well as the questions
brakes
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definite assurance of
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that,
too
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evenly at all times. And everyone
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wren, began putting in the promise of a
vided always that the editor does not
quiet,
positive
braking control.
bers will be a negro spiritual ano feathers; chipping sparrow, horse deck frame.
in the car enjoys a pleasant ride.
blue pencil the whole scheme)
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Well, we went out the 30th of
bristles and horse hair; robin, grass
River Herald.
It will take only a few minutes to
Developing 50 horsepower, the
The Place—Lincoln street.
and mud; Baltimore oriole, milkweed March, 1885, and that night off
confirm all these reasons why it is
The Time—One morning.
It is noted that there has been quite | har|. horse hair and long moss; hum- Thatcher's Island we got one of those
Chevrolet motor is also a marvel of
Sheba—Well, of course long hair
some protest voiced against the ming bird, fern wool, red oak leaf, gales they tell about In story hooks
wise to choose a Chevrolet Six. So
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come in today. Get behind the
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and
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all
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avoided.
And
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the
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hill,
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a
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of
power
more
Sheba—The class you think you can
Philharmonic - Symphony Orchestra, instance a vireo’s nest was found Finally it moderated and we brought
Coach, $565, f.o.b. factory
than equal to every need.
witli Toscanini at its head, a tour composed almost entirely of snake her 'round and headed her for the pretend you are and get away with.
And, as you do, remember this facti
that will include within a space of skins, others of caterpillar skins, lace coast of the United States. We got
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the father of all gales. Before we put us on board of an Emigrant
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result, the whole car lasts longer
a drug ahead to keep her up to the to the first cabin later.
have robbed a bird's nest.
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Prophet that rebuilt Jerusalem with for a voyage to Ponce, Porto Rico.
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song!
”
a
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in
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a
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in
comPoliers'
Back
in
Halifax,
again
the
captain
Warren Storey Smith, tiie eminent
Boze
the other? That's the way we did— took on a load of stone for Philadel
Boston critic, remarks in tins con
worked on the drug with one hand phia. The captain—Ross was his
nection that “it might not be amiss
and plastering trowel in the other, name—wanted me to sign on again,
to remind those who deplore Dr.
NORTH HOPE
smothering the fire, because you can but I was shy of the emigration au
vltzkv’s interest in new music
This community was shocked at understand, as you have been there, thorities. IHe agreed to fix it up with
Xt7v ‘ too-frequent hospitaiity to
news of tiie sudden passing of Frank
‘
compo..rs of the land where one Perry, 63, of North Appleton. iMr. that we wasn't doing it on your barn them for me so I signed. I was
floor. Finally that gale blew itself aboard of that brig over four months
the
and
is
n
more
generou
Perry was taken suddenly ill about out. One night what looked to be a and never heard an oath,
conducts
gracious attitude than one of indif- , o,c,ock Tuesday afternoon while large ship passed us. as we laid
In Philadelphia my troubles begun.
frrence. Dr. Koussevitzky has gi\t » doing chores at the barn and coming to our drag, but she evidently didn't The captain couldn’t make good on
hearing to many Americans, >oung .fito
house he died of heart see us. We drifted a (day or two after his agreement and I had to sorf of
and not so young, and admitte > fajjure at 3 o’clock and before a that when finally a barkentine out stow away, in the hold of the bark
knmA of their music has been of s ig it , doctor could reach him. He was the of St. John, Newfoundland, took us Ocean Pearl, coal loaded for Portland.
inherent val tie. But his hospitality | gon Qf Warren and Hannah (Clark) off.
I was in her hold three days and
the American composer none can perry an(j tjle |ast son of a famj]y of
Our mainmast had burned off by nights without food or drink. Aw,
eight children. Two of the girls sur then and settled, and was only held what do we care! Great experiences,
vive , Mrs. Harriet Sweetland of by the springstay. We were then 200 those, don’t you think? We agreed
Pardner
of concerts of the current Montville who is the eldest child, and miles to the south and east of Ber with him.
sSymphcny season stands an Ameri- j(rg jzora Gleason of Union.
muda. From 'St. John the Consul
Thomaston, May I,
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